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RESUMO

DUARTE, L. M. C. MAMA: uma abordagem orientada a modelos visando acessibilidade .
2022. 146 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Ciências de Computação e Matemática Computaci-
onal) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade de São Paulo, São
Carlos – SP, 2022.

A necessidade de promover oportunidades iguais para todos os usuários de sistemas interativos
tem sido uma preocupação constante. Com a ampla popularização das tecnologias da Internet
pelo mundo, acessibilidade tornou-se cada vez mais essencial para manter as pessoas capazes de
se comunicar e se beneficiar de todas as vantagens. Embora a acessibilidade seja geralmente
exigida por lei, o desenvolvimento de aplicativos acessíveis requer um conhecimento bastante
especializado. Na literatura, muitos pesquisadores propõem abordagens diferentes para conside-
rar a acessibilidade durante a geração de aplicativos e, que com a adoção do desenvolvimento
orientado a modelos torna-se menos custoso. Com base nos estudos desses trabalhos, foi possível
observar que alguns deles apenas apresentam definições teoricamente, outros não consideram
meios para apoiar recursos de acessibilidade e outros que implementam acessibilidade por meio
de transformações ao invés de modelá-los desde um nível abstrato. Por outro lado, esses estudos
forneceram insights para esta investigação. Assim, propomos uma abordagem que conduz a
produção de aplicativos considerando acessibilidade para aliviar a sobrecarga de conhecimentos
especializados dos desenvolvedores. MAMA, significa, no acrônimo em inglês, Model-driven
Approach Minding Accessibility, abordagem orientada a modelos tendo em mente a acessibili-
dade. MAMA foi formulada com base em IFML e estendendo sua modelagem nos níveis adequados
de abstração. Para evidenciar a viabilidade da adoção de MAMA, descrevemos as razões para cada
especialização dos artefatos e apresentamos um aplicativo móvel acessível gerado passo a passo.

Palavras-chave: Desenvolvimento Orientado a Modelos, Acessibilidade, Desenvolvimento
Móvel.





ABSTRACT

DUARTE, L. M. C. MAMA: A Model-driven Approach Minding Accessibility. 2022. 146
p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Ciências de Computação e Matemática Computacional) –
Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade de São Paulo, São Carlos –
SP, 2022.

The need to promote equal opportunity for all users of interactive systems has been a constant
concern. Since Internet technologies have spread worldwide, accessibility is essential to allow
people able to communicate and benefit from all the advantages. Even though accessibility is
often required by law, developing accessible apps requires much-specialized knowledge. Many
researchers have proposed different approaches to consider accessibility during the generation
of applications, and simultaneously, having a model-driven development becomes less costly.
Studies of scientific literature regarding these approaches resulted in a few works with only
theoretical definitions, others with no consideration to support accessibility features, and another
implemented through transformations rather than modeling them at an abstract level. On the other
hand, these studies provided insights to this investigation. We have proposed an approach that
conduces application production considering accessibility to alleviate this knowledge overload
on developers. MAMA stands for a Model-driven Approach Minding Accessibility. The
MAMA was formulated based on IFML (Interaction Flow Modeling Language) and extending its
modeling in the adequate levels of abstraction. To evidence the feasibility of the MAMA adoption,
we describe the rationale for each specialization of the artifacts and present an accessible mobile
app step by step generated.

Keywords: Model-driven Development, Accessibility, Mobile Development.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Context and Motivation

Technology and the Internet have become an integral part of people’s lives. In many
countries, the scenario shows the increasing reliance on information technology products and
services in people’s lives (KAUFHOLD et al., 2021). The Internet is increasingly used for
administrative information and services, education and training, commerce, news, workplace
interaction, civic participation, healthcare, recreation, entertainment (CALVO; SEYEDARABI;
SAVVA, 2016), and so on. The importance of being connected became even more evident with
the outbreak of COVID-19. Internet connectivity helped people in routine activities such as
maintaining business operations, communicating with friends and relatives, ensuring online
access to essential goods and services (DE’; PANDEY; PAL, 2020), children’s education, and
home office, which accelerated the forms of human interaction and showed its global significance.

Statistical data show that the number of Internet users worldwide in 2019 was 4.13
billion, which means that more than half of the world’s population is currently connected to the
Internet (STATISTA, 2021). At the beginning of 2021, the global population stood at 7.83 billion.
By January 2021, there were 4.66 billion active Internet users worldwide (KEMP, 2021). Of
these, 92.6% (4.32 billion) accessed the Internet via mobile devices.

Today, 5.22 billion people use mobile phones, representing 66.6% of the world’s popu-
lation. The number of unique mobile users has increased by 1.8% (93 million) since January
2020, while the total number of mobile connections has increased by 72 million (0.9%) to a total
of 8.02 billion at the beginning of 2021 (KEMP, 2021). The number of smartphone users now
exceeds three billion worldwide and is expected to increase by several hundred million over the
next few years.

The need to promote equal opportunity for all users of interactive systems is not a
new concern, and work on web accessibility has been in the literature for more than twenty
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years (BERNERS-LEE, 1997; PACIELLO, 2000). Accessibility is the extent to which products,
systems, services, environments, and facilities can be used by people from a population with
the broadest range of user needs, characteristics, and capabilities to achieve identified goals in
identified contexts of use (ISO 9241-11, 2018). In several countries, it is now a legal requirement
that establishes responsibility for accessing content on the Web (SKJERVE; GIANNOUMIS;
NASEEM, 2016; XIONG; FARENC; WINCKLER, 2007; MORENO; MARTINEZ, 2019).

Over the past 15 years, both the United States and international governments have
developed legislation to ensure equal rights for people with disabilities, including equal access to
electronic technology and information technology (Level Access, 2021). However, many users
are currently left behind and denied full membership in the information society due to barriers
that prevent them from fully accessing information systems (MORENO; MARTINEZ, 2019). In
this context, several people with disabilities face barriers to interacting with various software
applications.

World Health Organization (WHO) statistics show that approximately 15% of the world’s
population has some form of disability (World Health Organization et al., 2011). In the United
States, the number of people with disabilities comprised 13.1% of the population in 2018
(HOUTENVILLE; BOEGE, 2020). In Europe, one-fifth of the population is expected to have
some form of disability by 2020 (European Commission, 2021). In Brazil, the latest census from
the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) indicates that about 23% of Brazilians
declare themselves with some disability (IBGE, 2010). In addition, the elderly population in the
world is increasing exponentially, leading to a natural loss of abilities over the years, with many
disabilities showing up later in life. For this reason, the elderly population has also been included
as a contingent with disabilities (World Health Organization et al., 2015).

All this data exposes how exclusive the digital world can be, especially for people with
disabilities. Accessibility is a requirement for any user who wants to interact with software and
is essential for developers and organizations that want to create high-quality software (W3C,
2019). The benefits of accessibility in computer systems extend beyond people with disabilities.
If all types of interactive applications are designed with accessibility in mind, they can provide a
better experience for all users.

Using Alexa1 as a data source, a study conducted in January 2018 examined the navigation
and purchase process on the most visited e-commerce sites in Brazil. It found that 99% of
websites have navigation barriers for people with disabilities (WPT, 2019). Recent research in
this area concluded that awareness of accessibility and knowledge of compliance requirements
or guidelines among professionals is still low (DUARTE et al., 2016; LAZAR, 2019; RIEGER
et al., 2020; PATEL et al., 2020; LEITE et al., 2021).

Leite et al. (2021) surveyed 872 people involved in mobile application development in the

1 <https://www.alexa.com/>

https://www.alexa.com/
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Brazilian industry. Participants indicated that the reasons why accessibility is not considered in
their projects include: missing requirements, insufficient time, lacking training, and no focus on
users with disabilities. However, there are several factors that can influence the implementation of
digital accessibility, such as the knowledge of designers and developers, who usually justify how
they deal with accessibility by reporting factors like the size of the company and the different
resources such as time and project costs (PAIVA; FREIRE; FORTES, 2021) and inadequate
resources (appropriate development methods, supporting tools) and experts (BI et al., 2021).

As software systems become more complex over time, it is challenging to integrate
accessibility into the development process. Accessibility requirements fit into different phases
of the software. The usual approach is to modify the design at the end of the development
process (W3C, 2014; MARTÍN; CECHICH; ROSSI, 2011; GRECO, 2019), which can make
implementation difficult. Gaggi, Quadrio and Bujari (2019) concluded that there is still a long
way to go to achieve a more accessible web. Creating tools to help web designers and developers
with this task could significantly improve the current situation.

Due to the importance of accessibility and in order to understand the negative factors
and propose approaches to integrate accessibility at early stages and throughout the development
process, several research studies have been developed (MOLINA; TOVAL, 2009; MARTÍN;
CECHICH; ROSSI, 2011; PANACH; AQUINO; PASTOR, 2014; BRANCO; CAGNIN; PAIVA,
2014; DIAS, 2014; OLIVEIRA et al., 2016; PATEL et al., 2020; BI et al., 2021; LEITE et al.,
2021). All of this suggests that developers need to consider accessibility in their project decisions
to provide accessible User Interface (UI) interactions, that this is not a trivial task, is still a big
challenge.

Another problem is that software modeling language standards have neglected user
interaction with computer systems by not supporting user interface and interaction modeling
instead of focusing on architectural issues and the back-end. Thus, developing the front-end
of applications has become a costly and inefficient process where manual coding is still the
predominant development approach. As a result, reuse is low and cross-platform portability
remains a challenge, and to constant rework and refinements to the implementation (OMG,
2015a; BRAMBILLA; FRATERNALI, 2014a).

Support with a standardized language emerged in 2015 with Interaction Flow Modeling
Language (IFML) (OMG, 2015a), when the Object Management Group (OMG) architecture
board formally adopted the language specification. The main goal of IFML is to provide resources
for system architects, software engineers, and software developers, to define user interaction
flow models that describe the main dimensions of the application front-end (OMG, 2015a). The
language is fully integrated with other OMG specifications like Unified Modeling Language
(UML), OMG System Modeling Language (SysML), and Business Process Model And Notation
(BPMN), that implements the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) framework.

MDA is a realization of the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) paradigm spearheaded by
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the OMG. The aim is to have an approach to the design, development, and implementation of
software. MDA provides guidelines for structuring software specifications that are expressed as
models (GROUP, 2021). Model-Driven Engineering, Model-Driven Development (MDD), and
Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) are used synonymously in the literature, referred
in this work as MDD. The MDD paradigm has been a significant part of software engineering.
Feedback from users and different industries indicate the need for this interconnection in the
technical industry among User EXperience (UX), UI (User Interface) and MDD UI helps MDD
models to be deployed on different user platforms (AGGARWAL et al., 2021).

In general terms, accessibility is deemed an extra time and resource cost (PATEL et al.,
2020), being overlooked and not considered at the start of a software development project. An
attractive alternative that could deal with the current challenges of accessible applications is
the MDD (Model-Driven Development) approach, which has drawn the accessible software
development community’s attention due to its ability to generate code from models (ORDOÑEZ;
HILERA; CUEVA, 2020). Another advantage is that with models, we can represent a system
from different points of view/levels independently of any development or implementation and
use the artifacts throughout the development process in different abstraction levels, which can
help the awareness of accessibility concepts.

Recent studies investigate the generation of interfaces with MDD approaches (OR-
DOÑEZ; HILERA; CUEVA, 2020; GAMITO; SILVA, 2020; AGGARWAL et al., 2021; RIEGER
et al., 2020), the integration of quality requirements in the development process, market support
and acceptance (PATEL et al., 2020; ANJOS et al., 2020; ROSA; VALENTIM, 2020; BI et

al., 2021; LEITE et al., 2021) to discover the most appropriate way to improve products and
services and integration for the public with disabilities, which shows that there is still a big fault
for science and the market.

Due to the relevance of studies related to accessibility, as well as the lack of support
favoring the adoption of approaches at a level of abstraction closer to user interfaces and
interactions (which are subject to constant technological updates, such as frameworks and
languages), this work proposes a model-driven approach that allows the design and generation of
accessible applications from the beginning.

1.2. Objectives and Research Questions

Given the context, motivation, and research gaps discussed in the previous section, the
research aim of this thesis is defined as:

To develop a model-driven approach for generating accessible mobile ap-
plications that consider accessibility requirements early in the development
process.
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To help us achieve the research aim, we set the following specific objectives:

To review the main accessibility documents guidelines and recommendations;

To integrate the main abstracted accessibility concepts on MDD process;

To propose an extension of the IFML language to accommodate the modeling of accessi-
bility requirements in the UI components based on the guidelines and recommendations
found on the literature;

To develop tools (e.g., model editor) and automatic code generators for testing the ap-
proach;

To evaluate the proposed approach by developing a Proof of concept.

To guide the research process, we defined the Research Questions (RQs) that served as
the basis for achieving the proposed objectives. The questions that guided the development of
the research in the bibliographic databases were:

RQ1. – How can we support the modeling of user interfaces and interactions in applications to

create more accessible mobile systems using a Model-driven approach?

With this question, we seek to find out what approaches, practices, and strategies are used
in current work to model accessibility requirements (non-functional requirements) in the
early stages of the development process (and not only in the testing phase). Furthermore,
we investigate how user interfaces and interactions (with or without accessibility) are
modeled in the context of a model-driven development process.

RQ2. – How to abstract early on the model of user interface interaction flow to produce accessi-

ble applications?

The purpose of this question was to identify research that addresses modeling in the
context of model-driven development, requirements or standards, and standards for user
interface development and user interactions. In addition, we investigated how researchers
and developers deal with quality requirements (non-functional requirements) within model-
driven development processes.

We defined these RQs to study accessibility problems to allow the abstraction of concepts
related to general accessibility problems to appropriately classify and integrate the recommenda-
tions and solutions at each level of abstraction of the MDD process development strategy.
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1.3. Research Design

In this section, we show the methodological process used to develop the studies. To
understand the different types of research Wazlawick (2015) defines current research methods
in computer science into three basic types: formal research, which requires the elaboration of a
theory and formal proof of the correctness of that theory; empirical research, in which a new
approach presented is compared with others through community-accepted tests; exploratory
research, in which it is neither possible to prove a theory nor to present statistically accepted
results, but case studies are here, qualitative analysis, and exploratory research in emerging areas
where argumentation and persuasion are the main tools are appropriate. According to (GIL,
2009), research can be classified according to its objectives as follows:

Exploratory research aims at getting to know the problem better, making it clearer or hypothe-
sizing. It involves bibliographical research, interviews with people who have had practical
experience with the problem under study, and analysis of examples to aid understanding.

Descriptive research aims to describe the characteristics of a particular population and/or
phenomenon and to identify the relationships between variables and determine the nature
of those relationships.

Explanatory research focuses on identifying the factors that determine or contribute to the
occurrence of phenomena and deepens knowledge about reality by explaining the reason,
the cause of things.

Regarding the objectives, we can describe the research as exploratory research. We
conducted the research through five activities, which are described below:

1. Documentary research and literature review - we seek to track the development of
work done by researchers around the world, it is essential to sift through information
in books, theses, articles, dissertations, journals, conference proceedings, and websites
throughout the period of this study. In addition to this framework, the study of software
documentation is related to the development of accessible applications. This activity is
summarized in Chapter 3.

2. Acquisition of knowledge in the areas involved in the research - with the aim of deepening
the concepts related to MDE, IFML, and accessible applications (including W3C guidelines
and other recommendations) integrating the concepts involved. Web applications were
initially selected as they represent typical examples of features used in the most common
applications, and after mobile applications were included in the study. This activity is
partially presented in Chapter 2.
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3. Investigate and test tools that could be used in the research - considering the practices
related to the development of parts of interactive applications (as mentioned in the previous
activity) and the Model-driven development process, tools were investigated to support/-
facilitate the implementation of the proposal and provided tools to support the modeling
process. This activity is partially presented in Chapter 4.

4. To define an architecture/approach - this activity is central to meet the objectives of this
thesis. It defines the model-driven approach for the development of accessible applications.
It is the consolidation of knowledge previously acquired in the practices of the previous
activities, where the concepts have been abstracted into the main components of the
approach, and provide support for the concepts relevant for implement accessibility; trans-
formers, code generators, derivations to the IFML standard to consider the accessibility
and usability requirements. This activity is also presented in Chapter 4.

5. Design, development, and testing of tools to support the developers on the approach
- to validate the approach, we proposed a set of components for the MDD process. Thus,
the transformation tools were implemented, and the MDD process and the artifacts were
considered on the proof of concept from the beginning to the end of the process. In this
activity, we seek to validate the approach in order to obtain data to analyze its benefits,
advantages, and disadvantages. This activity is presented in Chapter 5.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the activities that summarize the proposal of this thesis and
that were necessary to achieve the main objective. We conducted bibliographic studies through
documentary research and literature review to understand the state of the art while deepening the
areas of Accessibility and Model-Driven Development. For the practical implementation, we
investigated the available tools and models and defined the architecture of the approach.

We sought to identify the most common accessibility problems on mobile devices that
blind and visually impaired users face and then identify what guidelines, recommendations,
and techniques we should use to solve the problem. We determined where to integrate each
guideline into the architecture of MAMA. Once we identified the integration points, we ab-
stracted what could be integrated or accommodated into the metamodels from the guidelines and
recommendations.

We accommodated the abstractions through components and semantics in IFML to
define the AcIFML extension. We also created a metamodel for the presentation abstraction
metamodel, which we called AcFeat. We enriched the model editor to guide the modeler during
the modeling process in terms of accessibility. And finally, we mapped the abstracted components
to the specific platform components via transformation rules for generating a final accessible
application. And we validated the approach using a proof of concept by modeling and generating
an accessible application.
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Figure 1 – The Design of this Research (accomplished by the 5 activities)

Source: Elaborated by the author.

1.4. Thesis Organization
The present work has been divided into six chapters. In this chapter, we provided the

characterization of this thesis to give the reader a general overview of the context in which this
research is inserted, the motivation to undertake in terms of research gaps, as well as the general
and specific objectives and the research questions formulated and a description of the research
method used. The remaining of this document is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical framework with the necessary directly related concepts
to support the approach developed in this research

Chapter 3 chapter provides an overview of the state-of-art and fundamental works for the
construction of the approach proposed in this research

Chapter 4 presents the Model-driven Approach Minding Accessibility approach

Chapter 5 presents proof of Concept conducted to evaluate the approach proposed as well
as to detach the main contributions of adopting it regarding not overloading developers
with implementation of accessibility issues

Finally, in Chapter 6, we revisit the work conducted in this thesis and provide the con-
cluding remarks, the contributions and limitations, and future works regarding this thesis
proposal. We also provide a list of publications that result from the research on this work.
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CHAPTER

2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter discusses the theoretical background necessary to understand this thesis.
The awareness of these concepts was essential for the research development, ensuring alignment
with the current scientific scenario. Section 2.1 overviews the basic theory behind software
accessibility and some existing guidelines. Within Section 2.2, we will explore the Model-driven
development approach. Subsection 2.3.1 presents a briefing of the basic concepts of language
UML and Section 2.3 IFML language’s central notions. The final section, Section 2.4, outlines
the final remarks about the chapter.

2.1. Software Accessibility

According to ISO 9241-111: 2018 (ISO 9241-11, 2018), accessibility extent at which
products, systems, services, environments and facilities can be used by people from a population
with the widest range of user needs, features and capabilities to achieve identified objectives in
identified contexts of use. The Brazilian Inclusion Law (No. 13.146) considers accessibility as
the possibility and condition of reach for the safe and autonomous use of spaces, furniture, urban
equipment, buildings, transport, information and communication, including their systems and
technologies, as well as other services and facilities open to the public, for public use or private
for collective use, both in urban and rural areas, by people with disabilities or reduced mobility
(CIVIL, 2015).

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) defines disability as a physical or mental
impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, a person who has a
history or record of such an impairment, or a person who is perceived by others as having
such an impairment (COOK, 1991). In general, disabilities can be divided into several broad
subcategories, which include the 8 (eight) main types of disabilities: (1.) mobility/physical (upper
limb(s) disability, lower limb(s) disability, manual dexterity disability, coordination disability
with different organs of the body); (2.) Spinal Cord (SCI) (paraplegia, quadriplegia); (3.) Head
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Injuries (TBI) (acquired or traumatic); (4.) vision (blindness, low vision, color blindness);
(5.) hearing (deafness and hearing loss); (6.) cognitive/learning (dyslexia, Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), brain injury, Down syndrome, autism, and dementia); (7.)

psychological (Personality Disorders, schizophrenia); (8.) invisible (chronic pain, chronic fatigue)
(WORLD, 2021), which may be present from birth, permanent, temporary, situational or acquired
over time, as some that come with age.

Microsoft (2016) assumes that disability happens at the points of interaction between
people and society. There are three types of disabilities: permanent, temporary, and situational
that someone may have related to our four senses of touch, sight, hear, and speak (World Health
Organization et al., 2001; MICROSOFT, 2016; O’NEILL, 2021). Based on the literature review,
we grouped the senses with another disability category: cognition.

Over the years, Assistive Technology (AT) has emerged among the various components
that can help users with disabilities interact with the world, which are resources that help people
with disabilities live more independently and self-reliant lives and improve their quality of life.
The United States (US) Section 508 defines AT as any item, piece of equipment, or system
(whether acquired commercially, modified, or customized) that is commonly used to increase,
maintain, or improve functional capabilities of individuals with disabilities (GSA, 2020a). There
are several types of AT, such as screen readers, refreshable Braille displays, video magnifiers,
cochlear implants, Video Relay Service (VRS), Telecommunication Device for the Deaf (TDD),
specialized mice and keyboards, pointing devices (head pointers, mouth sticks), sip and push
switches, voice recognition software, eye tracking, trackballs, and others.

For each type of disability, there are many functional challenges in everyday activities,
and using digital systems, which present many barriers for people with disabilities, is no different.
Tools and technologies must be designed and developed in a way that people with disabilities
should be able to use, perceive, understand, navigate, interact, and contribute (W3C, 2019).
However, it can be an arduous and challenging goal to achieve (MIÑÓN et al., 2014; KAWAS;
VONESSEN; KO, 2019). Still, because of the contingent of people with disabilities, content
creators and developers should be aware of factors that can make their content or products more
accessible. However, for these technologies to achieve their goals, systems must be prepared for
accessibility.

Accessibility is an attribute of product quality (content and services), ensuring that people
with disabilities perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with the Web and contribute to it.
Other target groups should also benefit, including older people whose abilities change with age
(W3C, 2019). It is essential for developers and organizations that want to create high-quality
software (W3C, 2019). Different organizations have developed various standards, guidelines,
recommendations, strategies, and resources to support incorporating accessibility features and
requirements into the development process to assist developers and organizations.

Among the organizations, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is committed to lead-
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ing the Web to its full potential and promoting a high level of usability for people with disabilities.
To this end, the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) launched (W3C, 2021a) to organize strategies,
standards, and supporting materials to help the software development community understand
and implement accessibility, specifications that serve as a foundation for all platforms, such as:

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) - explain how to make content accessible
and available to all users, especially those with disabilities;

User Agent Accessibility Guidelines (UAAG) - document aimed at developing user agents
that can reduce barriers to accessibility on the web for people with disabilities;

Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines (ATAG) - which aims to assist developers in
the implementation of accessible web content authoring tools and creation of accessible
authoring tools;

Accessible Rich Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA) - aims to make applications that include
dynamic content and advanced user interface controls accessible, generally developed with
Ajax, Javascript, and related technologies.

2.1.1. Accessibility Guidelines

The most relevant, widely accepted, and well-known accessibility documents are the
WCAG guidelines (W3C, 2021c). Version 1.0 of the WCAG was first published in 1999. This
version was updated to 2.0 and published in December 2008. WCAG 2.0 is internationally
recognized as the benchmark for web accessibility and is referenced in the regulations of several
countries. In June 2018, WCAG 2.1 was published, updating WCAG 2.0 and extending the W3C
accessibility guidelines while maintaining the W3C standard for implementable, technology-
neutral, objectively testable, and universally applicable accessibility guidelines (W3C, 2018a)
and bringing 1 (one) new guideline and 17 (seventeen) new success criteria.

WCAG 2.1 has been widely supported by industry, including accessibility-focused
companies, the disability community, research, education, and government (W3C, 2018a).
WCAG 2.0 contains 12 guidelines and WCAG 2.1 contains 13 guidelines, both organized under
four principles (W3C, 2021c), acronym POUR that stands for:

- Perceivable: users must be able to process the content by seeing, hearing, or touching it

- Operable: content must be operated with both a keyboard and a mouse, but also through other
alternative input devices

- Understandable: software must present content in a consistent, predictable, readable form

- Robust: content adopts standards that allow it to function or be understood across a wide
range of technologies and will continue to operate into the future as technologies evolve.
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When creating or evaluating a product with accessibility in mind, product owners,
developers, designers, or content providers need to understand the principles of POUR to ensure
an accessible user experience. WCAG 2.1 documents 13 (thirteen) guidelines whose relationship
to the principles, and descriptions are summarized at Table 1. This table shows a total number of
Success Criteria that should be verified for each Principle. In fact, for each guideline, there are
testable Success Criteria, which are in three levels of compliance:

(a.) Level A with 30 (thirty) success criteria (the most basic web accessibility features);
(b.) Level AA with 20 (twenty) success criteria (the most significant and common barriers for

disabled users); and
(c.) Level AAA with 28 (twenty-eight) success criteria (the highest level of web accessibility).

Further, there are many techniques associated with each success criteria (W3C, 2021c),
so achieving at least an acceptable level of accessibility requires meeting all success criteria at
levels A and AA.

Table 1 – The 13 Guidelines in WCAG 2.1

Principle Guidelines Description Number of
Success Criteria

Perceivable

1.1. Provide text alternatives for any non-text content so that
it can be changed into other forms people need, such as large

print, braille, speech, symbols or simpler language.

29
1.2. Provide alternatives for time-based media.
1.3. Create content that can be presented in different ways
(for example simpler layout) without losing information or structure.
1.4. Make it easier for users to see and hear content including
separating foreground from background.

Operable

2.1. Make all functionality available from a keyboard.

29

2.2. Provide users enough time to read and use content.
2.3. Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures
or physical reactions.
2.4. Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine
where they are.
2.5. Make it easier for users to operate functionality through various
inputs beyond keyboard.

Understandable
3.1. Make text content readable and understandable.

173.2. Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways.
3.3. Help users avoid and correct mistakes.

Robust
4.1. Maximize compatibility with current and future user agents,
including assistive technologies. 3

Source: Adapted from W3C (2018b)

Due to Web universality, software accessibility studies generally refer to web page acces-
sibility based on WCAG recommendations (ORDOÑEZ; HILERA; CUEVA, 2020). In the W3C
WAI, for example, mobile accessibility is covered in the existing accessibility standards/guide-
lines, so there are no separate mobile accessibility guidelines (W3C, 2021b). However, WCAG
2.1 provides additional success criteria that specifically address mobile platforms.
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In addition, accessibility has become a legal requirement in several countries, establishing
responsibility for access to content on the Web (SKJERVE; GIANNOUMIS; NASEEM, 2016;
XIONG; FARENC; WINCKLER, 2007; MORENO; MARTINEZ, 2019). The most famous
regulation is Section 508 of the United States of America, which specifies that “agencies must
give disabled employees and members of the public access to information comparable to the
access available to others” (GSA, 2020b). Section 508 is aligned with WCAG and incorporated
WCAG 2.0 in 2017.

There are some regulations and recommendations in other countries as well, such as
Brazil, Japan, France, Canada, Italy, Spain, Australia, Chile, the Netherlands, and South Korea.
There are also other regulatory documents with accessibility considerations as for example ISO
9241 (ISO, 2008; ISO 9241-11, 2018), ISO/IEC Guide 71 (ISO, 2014b), ISO/IEC TR 29138
(ISO, 2018), ISO/IEC 24751 (ISO, 2008), ISO 14289 (ISO, 2014a).

Additional documentation is available to help developers and content providers with ac-
cessibility support, such as operational systems accessibility Application Programming Interface
(API)s like Android (Google LLC, 2021a), IOS (Apple Inc., 2021), Microsoft (MICROSOFT,
2021b; MICROSOFT, 2021a; MICROSOFT, 2016; MICROSOFT, 2018). The community also
has well-structured documents to raise developer awareness of accessibility implementation, such
as Web Accessibility in Mind (WebAIM) (WEBAIM, 2021), British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) Accessibility Guideline Barrier Walkthrough Guide (BBC, 2020), IBM accessibility(IBM,
2021), IMS Access for All (INC., 2021), GuAMA - Guide to the Development of Accessible
Mobile Applications (SIDI, 2019; ANJOS et al., 2020), and A11Y accessibility guide (A11Y,
2021). All of these initiatives reinforce the importance of having accessible products available to
all, and were also used to support our approach.

Large technology companies often have internal regulations mandating accessibility for
their products and services (SNIDER; II; TREWIN, 2020). However, professionals still have little
awareness of accessibility or knowledge of compliance requirements or guidelines (FREIRE;
RUSSO; FORTES, 2008; DUARTE et al., 2016; RIEGER et al., 2020; LAZAR, 2019; PATEL et

al., 2020). Rather than considering accessibility from the beginning of a software development
project, a common approach is to consider it after the artifact is nearly complete (ISO, 2008;
SILVA; GONçALVES; PEREIRA, 2017; RIEGER et al., 2020), and modify it to incorporate
accessibility that was initially overlooked. This approach negatively impacts the final product by
increasing costs, requiring more time, making it challenging to incorporate accessibility, and
causing issues such as product design inconsistency.

An attractive alternative that could address the current challenges of accessible applica-
tions is the MDD approach, which, in addition to the benefits of the approach, has attracted the
attention of the accessible software development community because of its ability to generate
code from models (ORDOÑEZ; HILERA; CUEVA, 2020).
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2.2. Model-Driven Development

In software engineering, a model is an abstraction that is not limited to a particular
object or phenomenon. It is associated with a class (LUDEWIG, 2003), but with concepts that
are much less bound to the underlying implementation technology and thus abstracting from
unnecessary details (AMELLER et al., 2021). Models can be an abstraction of a system or thing
used to describe a representation, generally in miniature, to show the structure or appearance of
something for specific purposes. Therefore, it allows focusing on different aspects that are of
interest to stakeholders (SCHMIDT, 2006a). Traditionally, it can refer to an artifact formulated
in a modeling language, such as UML, that describes a system using various diagram types
(KÜHNE, 2005).

When developing software applications, you can choose from a variety of methods.
Most current development processes are still code-centric, meaning programmers write the
code manually. One of the disadvantages of code-centric development is the heavy workload
for programmers, which leads to a time-consuming development process and difficulties in
maintaining and evolving software products. And some problems for the end-user, such as
significantly different design solutions for the exact specifications of different platforms. As
software systems become more complex and often need to be deployed in different environments,
devices, and platforms, an alternative is to use model-driven approaches.

In this context emerged MDE, which is a software development paradigm that relies on
models and model transformations to develop, maintain, and evolve software, using high-level
abstractions that capture key features of a domain (MELLOR et al., 2004). MDE includes
model-based tasks of a complete software engineering process, concentrating on creating models
or abstractions closer to domain concepts.

MDD is a subset of MDE and considers models and model transformations as the center
of software analysis, design, and implementation of software engineering processes (SCHMIDT,
2006a; BÉZIVIN, 2006). A relevant aspect is an emphasis on bridges between technological
spaces and the integration of knowledge bases developed by different research communities
(FAVRE, 2004). Among the main advantages of using MDD approaches, the literature cites the
following factors (MELLOR et al., 2004; LUCRÉDIO, 2009):

(a.) Increasing of productivity: repetitive tasks can be implemented in the transformations;
thus, development time is optimized;

(b.) Avoidance of repetition: with the automation of transformations, the same model can be
transformed into code for different platforms and devices (portability), avoiding repetitive
tasks (reuse);

(c.) Maintainability and documentation: since models are part of the software and changes
are made directly to them, consistency between code and documentation is maintained,
making maintainability easier;
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(d.) Easy of communication: the approach facilitates communication between the team and
stakeholders by providing a common vocabulary that is used throughout the project;

(e.) Improvement of quality: thanks to models and transformations, the occurrence of seman-
tic and accidental errors is lower, which favors more efficient implementations.

On the other hand, MDD approaches have disadvantages that should be considered, such
as those cited by Lucrédio (2009):

(a.) High initial investment: MDD requires building a model-oriented reuse infrastructure,
which takes more time and effort and requires a higher initial investment;

(b.) Complexity: the modeling tools, transformations, and code generators increase the com-
plexity of the project because they are more difficult artifacts to build and maintain;

(c.) Learning curve: it is necessary to learn new processes and tools, which requires additional
training of professionals involved in the project;

(d.) Performance curve: generally, code generators end up containing a larger amount of
code, so that the result may have lower performance compared to handwritten code;

(e.) Rigidity: since most of the code is generated, the final software is less flexible, which is
beyond the developer’s control.

MDD has made incredible contributions to leveraging abstraction and automation in
almost every software and systems development area, and analysis (BUCCHIARONE et al.,
2020). MDA, as well as Microsoft Software Factories (GREENFIELD; SHORT, 2003), and
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) of the Eclipse Project (STEINBERG et al., 2008), are
examples of the MDD approach.

MDA is a branch of software engineering spearheaded by the OMG, which proposes an
architecture that considers all project phases. It provides an approach for deriving value from
models and architecture to support the entire life cycle of physical, organizational, and systems
(SIEGEL, 2014).

Figure 2 illustrates the MDA framework. It ranges from Computational Independent
Model (CIM) of requirements and then Platform Independent Model (PIM) analysis and design,
to Platform Specific Model (PSM) and final code. Models are described by languages, written in
a metalanguage, which is a model (metamodel) that defines a language for expressing a model
(SIEGEL, 2014).

In the MDA framework, transformation rules describe how to transform one or more
constructs in the source language to one or more constructs in the target language. Accordingly,
a transformation tool performs the transformation from a source PIM to a target PSM. A second
(or the same) transformation tool transforms the PSM into code.

In this work, we have considered the two OMG languages: IFML and UML (a prerequisite
for the IFML model), as key elements for the design, transformation of the models, and generation
of the final application, with emphasis on the interfaces.
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Figure 2 – Overview of the MDA framework

Source: Elaborated by the author.

2.3. Interaction Flow Modeling Language

IFML is a modeling language that arose from the need to supplement the lack of specific
diagrams for modeling interfaces to express the content, user interaction, and behavioral control
of software front- ends (OMG, 2015b). The language proposal is to standardize the modeling
of user interfaces in applications and express the content, navigation paths, user events, and
interactions displayed on these interfaces, as well as to connect to the business logic and
persistence layer of application front-ends from different domains (OMG, 2015a).

The OMG adopted it as a standard for modeling user interfaces in applications in 2013,
but the 1.0 specification was not released until March 2015. The language was inspired by
WebML (CERI; FRATERNALI; BONGIO, 2000), and WebRatio (ACERBIS et al., 2008), and
its specification consists of four artifacts, each specified according to OMG standards:

(I.) The IFML metamodel - specifies the structure and associations between the elements
defined by the Meta Object Facility (MOF) metamodeling language

(II.) The IFML UML profile - it uses UML concepts to design and extend class diagrams, state
machines, and elements - defined in conformance with the UML 2.4 profile policy

(III.) The IFML visual syntax - it has graphical notations for representing elements and models
defined by OMG standards Diagram Definition (DD) and Diagram Interchange (DI)

(IV.) The IFML XMI - provides the IFML model exchange format, for tool portability.
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The objectives include five dimensions, shown in Figure 3, using UI to express the
content displayed on these interfaces; navigation paths to model the flow of the application; user
events and interaction to model how users can interact with the system; and the connection with
the business logic and persistence layer of application front-ends from different domains (OMG,
2015a). The focus is on the user interface and interactions, and it is designed to exchange and
reference external models (BRAMBILLA; FRATERNALI, 2014a).

Figure 3 – Objectives of the IFML language

Source: Adapted from Brambilla (2015)

IFML language supports the specification of the front-end of applications independently
of the technological details of their realization (BRAMBILLA; FRATERNALI, 2014a) and
brings several benefits to the development process of application front-ends (OMG, 2015a):

Formal specification of the different perspectives of the front-end: content, interface
composition, interaction and navigation options, and connection with the business logic
and the presentation

Isolation of UI from front-end platform implementation-specific issues

Separation of concerns in the user interaction design, thus granting maximum efficiency
to all the different developer roles

Communication of interface and interaction design to non-technical stakeholders, per-
mitting validation of requirements from subject matter experts and clients sooner in the
development process

Automatic generation of code is also possible for the application front-end

The technical foundations of the IFML language are based on the OMG MDA framework
(BRAMBILLA; FRATERNALI, 2014a) and ensure seamless integration with the OMG specifi-
cations of the other layers of the software system, interoperating perfectly with UML, SysML,
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SoaML, and BPMN (OMG, 2015b). The platform-independent IFML metamodel provides a
description of user interfaces with a set of concepts to characterize the essential aspects of the
user’s interaction with a software application interface (OMG, 2015b).

The implementation of IFML 1.0 is organized into three packages: IFML Core Package

contains all concepts for creating the interaction infrastructure, IFML Extension package contains
concepts that extend the Core package, and IFML Data type Package contains data types
determined by the UML metamodel and specializes some UML meta-classes as origins for IFML
meta-classes.

We can see a fragment of the IFML metamodel in the Figure 4 with the core concepts of
the language. The root element is the concept IFMLModel, which contains two main concepts:
the DomainModel, to which the concepts associated with the domain language are mapped, and
the InteractionFlowModel, which contains the concepts of user interfaces and interactions. We
examined the derived meta-classes of “InteractionFlowModel” in detail, as they were the target
of our proposal since they represent the interactive objects rendered in the screen interfaces.

Figure 4 – Fragment of IFML metamodel - Core Concepts

Source: Adapted from OMG (2015a)
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IFML core concepts allow developers to specify the organization of the interface. Con-
sequently, an IFML model supports the following design perspectives of front-end modeling
(BRAMBILLA; FRATERNALI, 2014a):

Composition of the view (Core::ViewContaier) – defining what the visualization units
of the UI are, how they are organized, and which ones are displayed simultaneously

Content of the view (Core::ViewComponent and Core::ViewComponentPart) – con-
sisting of the definition of the content elements of the view, which are displayed by the
application to the user, and which inputs are captured by the user and delivered to the
application, consisting of the definition of the view components, i.e., the content and data
input elements contained in view containers

Events (Core::Event) – defining the interaction events supported by the application that
can affect the user interface state.

Actions (Core::Action) – covering the business operations triggered by the events

Effects of interaction (Core::InteractionFlow) – modeling the effects of events and
action execution on the state of the user interface through Interaction Flows

Parameter binding (Core::Parameter) – defining the input-output dependencies between
the view elements of the user interface or between view elements and the triggered actions.

To achieve these design perspectives, the language introduces the basic IFML building
blocks with a visual syntax shown in Figure 5. For the UI, the ViewContainer building block
is used to model the overall view structure that organizes the application’s windows or screens,
which is designed by one or more top-level containers and each with its nesting relationships
and sub-containers. The base of the widgets is the ViewComponent block, which expresses the
content of the view (content display and data input). The Event block defines the events that
affect the state of the user interface (they can be generated by the interaction of a user, by the
application itself or by an external system).
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Figure 5 – IFML building blocks

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Another important IFML modeling concept for this thesis approach is Context, a
runtime aspect of the system that determines how the user interface should be configured and
what content it may display (OMG, 2015a). Context has a special meaning for accessible
applications to meet specific user interface accessibility requirements. An IFML Context has
several dimensions called ContextDimensions, which have UserRole, Device, and Position as
predefined specializations in the IFML 1.0 specification.

If the user context satisfies all ContextDimensions, access is granted to the ViewElements
of the ViewPoint and to the events that can be triggered on them. The ViewPoint is a reference to
an interrelated set of InteractionFlowModelElements to facilitate understanding of a complex
system, to allow or disallow access to the system by a specific UserRole, or to adapt the system
to a specific context change (OMG, 2015a).

The requirements for a Context to be active are expressed by Object Constraint Language
(OCL) 1 expressions called ActivationExpressions. OCL is a formal language that modelers can
use to specify application-specific operations/actions programming language independently, that
when executed, do alter the state of the system. The predefined Context and ContextDimensions
elements on the IFML language can be extended to represent finer-grained or other context per-
spectives, e.g., network connectivity or temporal aspects (BRAMBILLA; FRATERNALI, 2014a),
and with the concepts extended on our proposed extension, accessibility context dimensions.

The prerequisite for creating an IFML model is to have at least one diagram model that
can represent the minimal structural aspects of a system to describe the domain. It is necessary

1 https://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/
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for the back-end to be loaded (although this is not our main focus) at least the structural features,
such as the features of a UML class diagram. Many languages and guidelines have been proposed
for domain modeling, which are now consolidated. For this reason, IFML does not propose
another language for domain modeling, but instead uses the class diagrams of the UML (OMG,
2015a). The motivation for this choice is that IFML is an OMG standard based on UML, and
thus the use of class diagrams results in a notation that is suitable for both domain and front-end
modeling(OMG, 2015b).

2.3.1. UML and the IFML model

UML is a modeling language for elaborating the structure of software projects, commonly
used for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting artifacts of complex software
systems (BOOCH; RUMBAUGH; JACOBSON, 2005). Its structure consists of a four-layer
metamodel architecture whose objective is to present an overall infrastructure with the distribution
of concepts at multiple levels of abstraction suitable for defining the semantics associated with
complex models (BOOCH; RUMBAUGH; JACOBSON, 2005).

UML provides a set of diagrams and elements for modeling computer systems. It also
defines extensions and specializations, exposing a flexible and adaptable character without loss
of formalization (BOOCH; RUMBAUGH; JACOBSON, 2005). Many OMG specifications are
defined in UML, making the OMG’s standard modeling language a foundation of MDA (although
it is not a requirement - MOF2 is the mandatory modeling foundation for MDA (SIEGEL, 2014).

The OMG currently promotes the use of a subset of UML called Foundational UML
(fUML)3. It is an executable subset of standard UML used to define, in an operational style,
the structural and behavioral semantics of systems (OMG, 2020), which diagrams correspond
to similar diagrams in the UML 2 superstructure specification. The fUML language provides
concepts for defining classes with attributes and operations, abstract classes, multiple inheritances,
enumerations, as well as an extensible type system (OMG, 2020). The foundational subset defines
a basic virtual machine for UML and the specific abstractions supported thereon, enabling
compliant models to be transformed into various executable forms for verification, integration,
and deployment(OMG, 2020).

As mentioned earlier, at the beginning of building an IFML model, we need at least one
class diagram to define the structural concepts of the application domain (other OMG language
diagrams can be added). This class diagram will be used on the first transformation, mapping
the UML domain model to IFML DomainModel. A class diagram is a static UML structure
diagram that describes the structure of a system by representing the classes of the system,
their attributes, operations (or methods), and the relationships among the objects (BOOCH;

2 MOF - <https://www.omg.org/mof/index.htm>
3 fUML - <https://www.omg.org/spec/FUML/About-FUML/>

https://www.omg.org/mof/index.htm
https://www.omg.org/spec/FUML/About-FUML/
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RUMBAUGH; JACOBSON, 2005). Figure 6 shows an example of a class diagram with the
relations and attributes.

Figure 6 – UML Simple Class Diagram Example

Source: Elaborated by the author.

In Figure 6, the main concepts of a system are represented in the three UML classes:
Artist, Album and Song. There are many basic meanings of relationships among these classes
that are also represented in the Diagram. Just to illustrate part of these semantics, it is possible to
interpret it in such a way that there is an instance of Album described by the following attributes:
albumId, albumTitle and albumCover, and is associated with at least one instance of Artist. On
the other hand, an Artist is an object of the class Artist even there is no Album. In fact, all the
symbols in the Diagram are well defined and express specific meaning in a summarized way,
then Figure 6 presents other relevant concepts in terms of attributes and relations among these
three UML classes.

2.3.2. IFML model

Figure 7 shows a fragment of an example of one IFML model for a simple user song list
application using the domain model Figure 6. Figure 7a shows a simple wireframe UI with a list
of songs that the user can interact with through a button click to add a new song, open a form,
and register new music. In Figure 7b we can see the modeled user interface and interaction with
IFML using the language concepts such as:

a ViewContainer (My song List)
a ViewComponent (Music List)
a ViewElementEvent (NewSong)
a NavigationFlow, which represents an available interaction path
ViewComponentPart (SimpleField SongName)
the Action, and
the ActionEvent (updateList).

The IFML metamodel specifies the structure and semantics of IFML constructs. Figure 8
shows a model tree Figure 8a for the UI defined in Figure 7 with the modeled structure and
hierarchy among the UI components and the user interactions. Figure 8b illustrates the semantics
of components using a SimpleField with its semantic attributes.
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Figure 7 – IFML model example

(a) Simple Wireframe Example (b) IFML model example

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Figure 8 – IFML Model Tree and SimpleField Semantics

(a) My Songs IFML model tree (b) SimpleField SongName Semantics

Source: Elaborated by the author.

2.4. Final Remarks
This chapter has covered the theoretical foundations necessary for the development of

this thesis. We presented concepts related to software accessibility, its context, and reference
guidelines. Then, we gave an overview of MDD and its main pillars. Subsequently, we have
discussed the IFML language and its main concepts. Next chapter, we present how we conducted
the bibliographic review of the state-of-art. The selected works are directly related to the solution
presented in this thesis, with studies that have addressed accessibility or usability early in the
development process and model-driven approaches to generate the UI and some strategies for
the inclusion of accessibility or usability on MDD processes.
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CHAPTER

3
LITERATURE REVIEW

A variety of research influences this work. This chapter shows how we conducted the
bibliographic review of the state-of-art to select the works that have a direct bearing on the
solution proposed in Chapter 4. The chapter begins with Section 3.1, which addresses the review
protocol used at the beginning of the research process and how the dataset was updated during
the research. Related work follows, which has been divided into two sections: Section 3.2, work
that addresses accessibility and usability requirements in the development process; Section 3.3,
studies that generate the UI based MDD approaches, works that used the IFML language, and
works that address the accessibility/usability requirements using model-driven approach to
generate the UI.

3.1. Review Methodology

A literature review protocol defines the methods to be used to conduct a particular
literature review. According to Wohlin (2014), systematic literature studies, including reviews
and maps, have emerged to synthesize evidences and allow researchers to come to a common
understanding of the status of a research area in software engineering over the past decade. The
Snowballing protocol (WOHLIN, 2014), presented in Figure 9, was used to guide and initiate
the process of exploring the state-of-art of research on the topics of interest.

According to Wohlin (2014), the first step in the Snowballing procedure is to formulate
search terms to define an initial set of papers to which the approach can be applied. The definition
of this initial set of papers is considered the first challenge and must include certain specific
characteristics, such as:

Relevant articles from various scientific communities;

Not so small number of articles;
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Figure 9 – Snowballing overview

Source: Adapted from Wohlin (2014)

If many articles are found, then identifying relevant articles with many citations may be an
alternative;

The initial set must have diversity, i.e., cover different editors, authors, years;

The initial set must be formulated using keywords in the search query, considering syn-
onyms.

The second step consists of the iterations: forward and backward. Forward iterations
consist of analyzing works that cite the article under study forward, while backward iterations
consist of analyzing article references. After performing the iterations, new papers must be
identified and added to the stack for a new iteration. It should be noted that only articles found
from the “included” articles should be used in the analysis, following the planned inclusion and
exclusion criteria.

For the generation of the initial set, the planning phases were performed, following the
procedures recommended in the systematic mapping (KITCHENHAM; CHARTERS, 2007).
The Parsifal1 tool was used to support some of the review procedures. Parsifal is an online tool
designed to support researchers to carry out systematic literature reviews within the context of
Software Engineering (LTD., 2014).

1 Parsifal - <https://parsif.al/>

https://parsif.al/
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3.1.1. State-of-art Questions

After defining the theme and the need to conduct the research, we defined the questions
that served as the basis for the state-of-the-art research process in topics related to the research
object. The questions that guided the development of the research in the bibliographic databases
were:

Q1. – How have accessibility and usability requirements been inserted into development pro-

cesses?

With this question, we aim to identify what approaches, practices, and strategies are used
in current work to model accessibility requirements (non-functional requirements) in the
early stages of the development process, what recommendations are made at each stage of
the process, and where these requirements are incorporated.

Q2. – How do model-driven approaches deal with the generation of UI and user interaction?

This question objective was to investigate how user interfaces and interactions (with or
without accessibility) are modeled as part of a model-driven development process.

Q3. – How is the IFML language used by researchers on the MDD context?

With this question, we wanted to retrieve the works that are using the IFML language and
how researchers included the language on the MDD processes.

Q4. – How do model-driven approaches handle the generation of UI including non-functional

requirements such as accessibility?

The aim of this question was to investigate how researchers and developers deal with
quality requirements (non-functional requirements) within model-driven development
processes.

3.1.2. Start Set Definition

To check whether similar works already exist on the topics under investigation and to
select the primary works to start the review, a search was performed starting from the journal
portal CAPES2. This portal is a virtual library that provides Brazilian teaching and research
institutions access to the best international scientific production.

We used the following search strings in the IEEExplore Digital Library3, ACM Digital

Library4, Springer Link5, and ScienceDirect6 databases:

2 <https://www-periodicos-capes-gov-br.ezl.periodicos.capes.gov.br/>
3 <https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/>
4 <https://dl.acm.org/>
5 <https://link.springer.com/>
6 <https://www.sciencedirect.com/>

https://www-periodicos-capes-gov-br.ezl.periodicos.capes.gov.br/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
https://dl.acm.org/
https://link.springer.com/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/
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((Accessibility OR Usability) AND (“Model Driven Development”
OR MDD) AND ((User AND (Interaction OR Interfaces)) OR (IFML)) AND
NOT (Tests OR Evaluation OR Adaptation OR Validation))

(“Accessibility Requirements” AND (“Model Driven Development” OR
“Software Engineering” OR Architecture OR Process))

For the search, the syntax of each bibliographic database, keywords, synonyms and terms
according to Table 2 were considered.

Table 2 – Keywords, synonyms, and equivalent terms used on the search

Keyword Synonym/Equivalent Term
Accessibility Usability, inclusive design, universal design

Model Driven Development Model-driven, MDD,
MDE, MDA, DSL, Domain Specific Language

User Interface MDDUI, Front-end, Graphical User Interface,
GUI, User Interface Patterns

Interaction Flow Modeling IFML, User Interaction

Accessibility Requirements
Usability Requirements, Non-functional Requirements
Quality Requirements
Accessibility Patterns, Usability Patterns

Source: Elaborated by the author.

The initial search was conducted in 2017, limiting search interval to the last 5 (five) years.
After the initial search, we acquired 1.437 documents: 93 papers from the ACM Digital Library
dataset, 21 from IEEExplore Digital Library, 893 from Springer Link, and 151 documents from
ScienceDirect. We then applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria described as follows.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion Criteria:

1. Papers that present primarily or secondarily model-driven approaches aimed at
modeling and generating user interfaces;

2. Studies that primarily or secondarily present approaches that use the language IFML
(Interaction Flow Modeling Language);

3. Studies that consider the use of accessibility requirements in the early stages of the
development process;

Exclusion Criteria:

1. Duplicated articles (equal versions in more than one search source);
2. Outlined versions of the same study, whose only the had only their most recent or

complete version was included unless there was different information;
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3. Articles that are not in the domain of Computer Science;
4. Studies that do not focus on the scope of the research;
5. Articles that focus on usability/accessibility evaluation, testing, or interface adapta-

tion and re-adaptation of interfaces;
6. Call for conferences;
7. Study abstracts, keynote speeches, courses, and tutorials;
8. Studies that are not presented in English or Portuguese;
9. Studies whose full version could not be accessed.

With the set from the first search, we applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and
after, the set of articles was reduced to 453 articles. Despite the exclusion of the keywords test,
adaptation, and evaluation, many titles and abstracts pointed to papers on these topics. After their
exclusion, the result was a new set of 375 articles. These were selected to be read and examined
in their entirety and further refined to create a reduced initial set with papers related to the idea
of this research. We have focused on selecting papers that show practical MDD implementations
and accessibility/usability processes, as these can help us find relevant theoretical aspects.

In total, 13 (thirteen) articles were selected from ACM Digital Library, 17 articles from
IEEExplore, 18 articles from ScienceDirect, 16 articles from SpringerLink (see Figure 10). So in
total 64 articles (see Appendix A, Table 16) for the initial set, from different years (Figure 11),
from different authors and communities, which respect the diversity required by the protocol.

Figure 10 – Initial Set Papers and Databases

Source: Research data.

After defining the initial set for the proposed iterations in Snowballing, we used the
search engine Google Scholar to analyze the other necessary factors such as the number of
citations and the related articles. In this way, some articles were added as they were considered
relevant to the research.

To keep the dataset updated, and include periodically relevant studies, we monitored
the selected articles, strings, and citations in the Google Scholar engine. We also performed a
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Figure 11 – Papers by year-of-publication, in the Initial Set Papers

Source: Research data.

search in the journals of the selected related works and backward/forward iterations with the
new added papers. Then, a total of 187 articles (see Appendix A, Table 17) were gathered from
the backward/forward iterations.

As discussed in the previous chapters, producing accessible products is a challenging
task. Some studies have directly inspired decisions about implementations of the approach
proposed in this thesis and have been used to guide decisions. Based on the questions described
in Subsection 3.1.1, the related works that most influenced this proposal were divided into two
groups, as presented in the next sections: in Section 3.2, works that focus more on approaches,
practices, or strategies that address accessibility/usability requirements from the early stages
of the development process; and in Section 3.3, studies that generate the UI based MDD
approaches, works that used the IFML language, and works that address the accessibility/usability
requirements using model-driven approach to generate the UI.

3.2. Accessibility and Usability Early on the Development
Process

Several studies in the literature propose to integrate accessibility into the process of
Software Engineering and make recommendations to guide developers to create accessible
features at particular stages of the development process. Even though our primary focus is on
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accessibility, accessibility and usability are strongly related (ISO 9241-11, 2018). Some of the
standards and papers refer to accessibility with usability features in the literature, primarily
classifying accessibility as a subcategory of usability. ISO (2008) defines accessibility as the
“usability of a product, service, environment, or facility by people with the broadest range of
capabilities”. For this reason, both accessibility and usability have been considered.

There is general agreement that accessible products are more usable for all and provide
several benefits for all. Several studies have suggested that quality requirements such as usability
and accessibility should be considered early in the development process. They all confirm that
many usability and accessibility features are easier to implement if they are planned from the
beginning of the development or redesign of a website or application and that some requirements
elicited in the late software development phase cannot be realized (SHIROGANE, 2014). This
section addresses some of them, those that had the most significant influence on the path taken
in this work.

Dias, Fortes and Masiero (2012) extends the requirements engineering phase of Lowe
and Pressman (2009) to include activities to incorporate usability and accessibility requirements
from early web system development. The authors define tasks that should be performed during
requirements elicitation to ensure usability and accessibility, such as defining alternative text
for visual content and considering device independence. They emphasize the need to focus on
the user necessities and reviewing the potential limitations posed by each disability category.
This work was necessary for awareness of the concepts from the requirements elicitation stage.
Complementary to this study, Dias (2014) describes a theoretical framework called Process for

Developing Web system with Accessibility and Usability (PDWAU), which extended (LOWE;
PRESSMAN, 2009) with usability and accessibility activities. Each activity (communication,
planning, modeling, and construction) of the development process received an overall of the
tasks used to boost the definition of roles and activities in the thesis proposal.

Steen-Hansen and Fagernes (2016) proposed a set of process-oriented guidelines to
incorporate accessibility throughout the web application development and testing process so that
accessibility becomes a natural part of the development process. The authors provide decisions
about the development process, divided into five main sections: Have accessibility expertise on
the team, communicate accessibility within the team, follow existing design principles, Test
accessibility at key stages and log all accessible script modules, Introduce accessibility from the
beginning.

The guidelines do not certify that the final product meets specific standards but state
that the product development process occurred based on an approach that considered product
accessibility decisions (STEEN-HANSEN; FAGERNES, 2016). It also emphasizes the impor-
tance of team communication with an accessibility specialist, continuously iterative, to guide
decisions such as selecting languages and development support tools, as incorrect decisions could
hinder accessibility implementation due to unsupportive resources. This work highlights essential
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factors such as the relevance of awareness within the team or a component with accessibility
expertise to achieve an accessible product.

Silva et al. (2019) proposed a conceptual model for incorporating accessibility throughout
the software lifecycle, based on a methodology described as a hybrid that combines user-
centered and agile development methods and consists of five phases: Analysis, Design, Coding,
Deployment, and Maintenance. This theoretical approach objectively describes the phases with
tasks for the traditions code-centric development process. This study enforced that, since coding
is considered a manual task, the design detail defines the greater automation in code generation.
Software development teams must have at least the basic knowledge of incorporating accessibility
features into their coding activities. Tasks in this model were also mapped to our solution by
correlating and transferring responsibilities and activities to specific stages of our MDD process.

Andrade et al. (2018) proposed an approach to integrating accessibility into the software
development process using Acero, tool support that integrates with the process Methodology for
Developing Accessible Web Applications (MTA)(MAIA, 2010) and integrates other approaches
such as the Homero framework (OLIVEIRA et al., 2014). Acctrace (BRANCO; CAGNIN;
PAIVA, 2014) to support all phases of the development process. The process MTA follows the
ISO/IEC 12207 (ISO 12207, 2008) development process. Even though we are not following
ISO/IEC 12207, the set of sub-processes defined by Andrade et al. (2018) were investigated
in the IFML language, especially some of the design and construction phases, and influenced
theoretically of the approach on this thesis. For example, the responsibilities for Software
design for the designer and the accessibility specialist involve designing the accessible external
interfaces to provide multiple views to address the trade-off between diverse types of user groups.
Also, establish the layout of the accessible interface elements, such as labels, images, text editing
fields, and other elements considering the abilities of these users.

3.3. Model-driven User Interfaces Generation

There is an enormous amount of work on MDD that focuses on the generation of UI
with different strategies and Domain Specific Languages (DSL). This section presents studies
relevant to our work, including MDD-specific strategies for transformations between models
and UI generation with references to accessibility and/or usability. Also, we included mobile UI
generation (where we close the scope for proof-of-concept) and work that includes the use of the
IFML language.

UI development using model-driven approaches can be described by a model or collec-
tion of models, which may consist of different layers and levels of abstraction that guide the
development. Such models can also support the UI design and/or generation process of these
UIs in a semi-automated or automated strategy, reducing the workload for UI development
and making the process more productive (DELGADO et al., 2016). According to Ahmed and
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Ashraf (2007), the main idea of model-based user interface development is to identify valuable
abstractions that can highlight the most important aspects and features of an interactive system
and its design.

Martín, Cechich and Rossi (2011) present an approach to modeling web accessibility that
moves from abstract to concrete architectural views and uses aspect orientation in the early stages
of the development process through a UML-based tool, User Interaction Diagrams (UID), to
represent user interaction in UML. The approach uses accessibility modeling as an independent
aspect related to the architectural parts of the project. The authors argue that it is possible to
address accessibility in the early stages of the development cycle independently of other quality
requirements and integrate it with the architectural parts, which allows for the development of a
more modular system and the reuse of accessibility aspects. According to the authors, the benefits
of modeling accessibility in early design phases outweigh the need for a developer to implement
it. Another highlighted benefit is that the designer can learn the basics of Web accessibility and
should then be able to incorporate that knowledge into the software architecture.

The Martín, Cechich and Rossi (2011)’s work inspired the solution proposed in this
thesis, although it does not consider all development process phases. It indicates the feasibility
of defining abstractions and integration points related to UI components in the design phase and
provides some accessibility recommendations required for MDD approaches. It is an evolution
of the approaches in Martín et al. (2007), Martín, Mazalu and Cechich (2010), Bustos, Martín
and Cechich (2010), and Martín et al. (2010). While focusing on the aspect-oriented approach in
the design phase, it served to define some choices on the definition of the solution proposed in
this work, such as finding integration points for accessibility requirements at different levels of
component abstraction and presentation while maintaining the separation of concepts.

Cameleon Reference Framework (CALVARY et al., 2003) defines a structure with four
levels of abstraction: Tasks and Domain, Abstract User Interface, Concrete User Interface, and
Final User Interface to classify user interfaces that support multiple targets or multiple contexts
of use. Several works in the literature that traverse different abstraction levels to generate user
interfaces refer to Cameleon’s abstraction levels to generate applications from a higher level of
abstraction to the final UI. The highest level of Cameleon (see Figure 12) is the tasks within
the domain, from which an abstract UI is derived as a platform-independent model. Next is the
concrete UI, which is platform-specific but still implementation-independent. At the end is the
final UI, which represents the generated platform-specific code.

Ammar, Trabelsi and Mahfoudhi (2015) proposed an approach that provides a parameter-
ized transformation for handling usability during the transformation process on MDD and extends
the Cameleon framework with usability attributes for generating the concrete components. In this
way, component representations are mapped according to defined and desired usability attributes,
allowing for different presentation alternatives during automated transformations depending on
the usability goal. An example is transformation options for a date input field component, which
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Figure 12 – Cameleon Reference Framework

Source: Adapted from Calvary et al. (2003)

can be mapped to a drop-down list, or a radio button group for error prevention.

Ammar, Trabelsi and Mahfoudhi (2016) present further development of Ammar, Trabelsi
and Mahfoudhi (2015) approach. The authors have included traceability mechanisms that define
metrics using the conceptual primitives of the conceptual models, early usability evaluation, and
recommendations for modeling process selection to allow the generation of usable applications.
The work focuses on transformation and following the same principle as Ammar, Trabelsi and
Mahfoudhi (2015), the studies made by Hentati et al. (2015) and Hentati et al. (2016) worked on
the usability extension of the Cameleon framework as it moves from Abstract User Interface
(AUI) to Concrete User Interface (CUI). All these studies try to conduct the generation of the
components for the presentation of the final UI through usability attributes. Despite a usability
specific strategy focused on transformation alternatives we brought features of the parameterized
transformations as semantic properties to the AUI level design inspired on these approaches.

Zeferino and Vilain (2014) use the concept of abstract widgets as key to their approach.
The authors define a CIM in which interactions with states, transitions, inputs, and outputs
are described so that abstract widgets models (PIM) are generated as a combination of User
Interaction Diagrams (UIDs) along with the automatic transformations. They use an ontology of
abstract widgets consisting of 11 concepts to represent interface elements. Then, the abstract
widgets model is transformed into platform-specific models using Java Server Faces (JSF) specific
widgets (PSM) as an example and generation using Acceleo7 specific templates. Although we
did not use an ontology to define the abstract components, the concepts and ontology of the
widgets helped us define the concepts for the extension and code generation. Also, we use the
same transformation language for the code generator.

7 <https://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/>

https://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/
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Generation of the UI level using MDD approaches can be achieved using a variety of
techniques. MD2 (HEITKÖTTER; MAJCHRZAK; KUCHEN, 2013a) is an MDD framework
that focuses on generating cross-platform mobile business applications using the Model View
Controller (MVC) architecture to generate native mobile code. It is based on a declarative textual
DSL developed using Xtext8 technology. This provides a textual editor with features such as
syntax highlighting, content help, and validation that allows modelers to succinctly write the
application model, views, controllers, and UI workflow.

Miñón et al. (2014) propose a methodological approach for integrating accessibility
requirements into user interface development based on the User Interface Description Language
(UIDL) language. More specifically, the authors use the framework USer Interface eXtensible
Markup Language (UsiXML), which is an XML-compatible markup language that describes
user interfaces for different contexts of use, such as graphical user interfaces, audio interfaces,
user interfaces, and multimodal user interfaces (LIMBOURG et al., 2004).

The strategy of Miñón et al. (2014) is to integrate accessibility requirements into meta-
models and models at different points in the user interface development methodology, extracting
the semantic expressiveness of UIDLs metamodels. They followed the Accessibility for Web

Applications (AWA) process (MORENO; THESE, 2010) to abstract WCAG requirements, com-
patible with the Cameleon framework (CALVARY et al., 2003). We applied similar strategy by
abstracting the semantics of the recommendations to the abstract components to accommodate
them in the DSL and also leverage various integration points of the MDD approach.

Miñón et al. (2014) argue that it is not a good strategy to make extensions to metamodels,
citing as the main drawback the fact that it is not possible to use the tools offered by frameworks.
We believe accessibility should not be overlooked by development processes, languages, and
patterns. So, they should incorporate the ability to implement accessible software as a natural
process, and tools also need to be extended accordingly. However, some concepts cannot be
directly inserted into the models. Therefore, the strategy chosen in this work is very relevant
because the requirements for accessibility in the development process are multidimensional and
usually must be implemented and complemented in different stages.

Krainz and Miesenberger (2017a) have developed Accapto, a generic toolkit for accessi-
ble mobile application design and development that focuses on designing interactions with the
accessible smartphone during the design phase using XML-based widgets. The first step of this
approach is to describe the DSL model in XML and model the screen (Accapto uses XML tags
for each element), UI elements and possible interactions in the application. The modeled applica-
tion is enriched for accessibility at runtime using a library of accessibility patterns, according to
the chosen platform and the profiles defined in the application definition at the beginning of the
process (example: profile: blind).

8 <https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/> - Xtext is a framework for development of programming languages
and domain-specific languages.

https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
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Runtime modules, such as a TouchAreaExtender module, allow the touch- target- area
of UI elements to be extended at runtime for better accessibility adapting the final UI. The
code generator provides an Android application prototype model with implementations for the
platform-specific ATs. Despite the accessibility options, some features such as descriptions are
still optional and no guidance is provided for modelers.

Krainz, Miesenberger and Feiner (2018a) conducted an accessibility evaluation of the
Accapto-generated application based on WCAG 2.0 guidelines and the accessibility recommen-
dations of “Material Design”9. The evaluation was performed with 42 participants. As a result,
the authors state that MDD can significantly improve the accessibility of applications.

Vaupel et al. (2018) present mobile specific modeling language and an infrastructure for
the MDD of native apps in Android and iOS. The authors argue that the approach allows a flexible
app development on different abstraction levels with compact modeling of standard app elements
such as standard data management and increasingly detailed modeling of individual elements
to cover, for example, specific behavior. The paper presents a model called feature model that
classify properties that are particularly relevant for the development of mobile native apps that
support runtime configuration of mobile apps for different user and system contexts (VAUPEL et

al., 2018). We used some concepts of the feature model of this approach as reference, despite
this do not cover accessibility or usability, to develop the IFML extension, to make our approach
more flexible.

Bouraoui and Gharbi (2019) evaluated some UIDLs accessibility such as Context Toolkit
(SALBER; DEY; ABOWD, 1999), Cortex (DURAN-LIMON et al., 2003), UIML (HELMS et

al., 2009), UsiXML (LIMBOURG et al., 2005), MariaXML (PATERNO’; SANTORO; SPANO,
2009), MD2 (HEITKÖTTER; MAJCHRZAK; KUCHEN, 2013a), IFML (OMG, 2015a), Supple
(GAJOS; WELD; WOBBROCK, 2010), Transport APP (KRAINZ; FEINER; FRUHMANN,
2016), and Android XML. It is Incorporated the reviews made by Mitrovic, Bobed and Mena
(2016) and Chmielewski et al. (2016) with UIDLs for mobile computing, and concerning with
them discuss the importance of separating UI concerns from the application concerns, also
referring to Guerrero-Garcia et al. (2009) UIDL review. The languages accessibility evaluation
can be seen, summarized in Table 3.

9 <https://material.io/guidelines/usability/accessibility.html>

https://material.io/guidelines/usability/accessibility.html
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Table 3 – Summary of the UIDLs

Project
MDE/MBUI

approach Availability
Multi-platform/
Multi-device

Accessibility
features

Code
generation

Design/
Implementation/
Runtime

Context Toolkit – 4
Multi-platform
Multi-device – No Runtime

Cortex – – Multi-platform
Multi-device – No Runtime

Compose – 4 Mobile – Partly
Implementation/
Runtime

UIML 4 4 Multi-platform NDP a Yes Design
UsiXml 4 – Multi-platform NDP a Yes Design

MD2 4 4
Mobile
(Android/iOS) – Yes Design/Runtime

MariaXML 4 4
Multi-platform
Multi-device CBA b Yes Design

IFML 4 4
Multi-platform
Multi-device – Yes

Design/
Implementation

Supple – – Multi-platform
Multi-device

Motor
impairment Yes Design/Runtime

Transport App 4 – Mobile
(Android)

Visual
impairment Partly Implementation

Android XML – 4
Mobile
(Android) 4 UI Implementation

IP MM/AccUI
MM/ EP MM 4 4

Multi-platform
Multi-device 4

Yes (Markup)
Partly (PL)c Design

4 - Does correspond
– - Does not correspond
a NDP: Not developed for this purpose
b CBA: Could be applied
c PL: Programming Languages

Adapted from: Bouraoui and Gharbi (2019)

Bouraoui and Gharbi (2019) present an MDD approach to assist developers throughout
the development process of accessible UIs labeled as Accessible Design User Interface (Ac-
cDesignUI). The authors define different metamodels among them a new UIDL with abstract
components with enriched semantics with aspects important for accessibility. This study uses
models from different abstraction levels followed by transformations and provides a generic
framework to integrate accessibility concerns starting from the design time (BOURAOUI;
GHARBI, 2019). The modeling process goes from three basis metamodels Interaction Platform
(IP) metamodel (modeling the target platform characteristics), Accessible User Interface (AccUI)
metamodel (UI components), and Execution Platform (EP) metamodel (platform specific meta-
models). The IP and AccUI models are transformed and merged into a model adapted model for
the AccUI to the defined IP, then a second transformation is performed to generate a specific EP
model, this model is refined to generate the final UI.

According to the authors, the approach allows the generation of accessible interfaces
focusing on the graphical and adaptive aspects on different platforms, regardless of the developer
expertise in UI accessibility. Despite maintaining separation of concerns on the AccUI metamodel
complains about presentation details and the IP metamodel requires specific details of the
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pretended target platform hardware specific details such as display technologies (LED, OLED,
etc), mouse mechanisms description as well as software details that might be unknown to define
basic accessibility.

Since its adoption by the OMG, the IFML language has been extended and used in
various contexts. Brambilla, Mauri and Umuhoza (2014a) extended IFML to include mobile-
specific components and described implementation experience that includes the development
of automatic code generators for cross-platform mobile applications based on HTML5, CSS,
and JavaScript optimized for the Apache Cordova framework. In the same context of mobile
extensions but with a different approach, Fatima et al. (2019) use the IFML language as a
PSM for Android applications by inserting on IFML specific native Android components and
presentation details, and argue that this approach can help improve the usability of user interfaces
generated with IFML.

Wakil and Jawawi (2017a) analyzed IFML models in the Web development lifecycle
to show the capability of the method in process development and discussed the role of IFML
language in the development process of an interactive application. The authors concluded that
IFML needs requirements but does not necessarily support them. They affirmed that IFML
stands between the analysis/design and implementation phases and supports code generation, as
shown in Figure 13, but starts with requirements gathering and usability testing, but does not
fully support them and does not support formulation, planning. On the other hand, IFML can be
integrated with other models to address these other phases.

Queiroz et al. (2018) conducted an empirical study to investigate how the usability
of IFML models is perceived and propagated. The study used participants to model usability
mechanisms with IFML; participants attempted to implement modeled mechanisms such as
feedback, undo/cancel, wizard, and user profile (favorites list). They concluded that some
mechanisms, such as undo, could not be perceived in the modeling phase. Some even perceived
mechanisms, such as progress feedback, were not transferred to the final application based on the
modeling. The study shows that it is possible to represent usability mechanisms easily perceived
during modeling with IFML, but some improvements need to be perceived and propagated. We
add this necessity also for accessibility and even for automatic transformations.

Roubi, Erramdani and Mbarki (2016a) extended the graphical part of IFML to generate
graphical rich internet applications. For example, this extension added a component called
Properties that composes the IFML SimpleField component to identify the suitable Rich Internet
Application (RIA) corresponding component. The authors also proposed a metamodel for RIA
applications.

In this context, Laaz and Mbarki (2016b) use ontologies in combination with IFML
from abstract models to produce an HTML5 model. The authors used the IFML and Ontology
Definition Metamodel (ODM) and integrated them with UI concepts. The logical model is defined
with the ODM and to the interaction model with IFML; then they are combined to generate
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Figure 13 – Languages and lifecycle coverage

Source: Wakil and Jawawi (2017a)

the final HTML5 UI. Examples of the combined transformations on PIM to PSM include
features like the data properties (width, height, name, size, etc.) modeled on the ODM model
and IFML InteractionFlowExpression and ActivationExpression to HTMLScriptElement defined
for the same UI component. In addition, Laaz and Mbarki (2019) have developed OntoIFML as
an approach that uses IFML-based tool plugins to facilitate web application development for
annotated page generation.

Wakil, Jawawi and Rachmat (2018) comment on the limitations of the approaches of
Roubi, Erramdani and Mbarki (2016a) and Laaz and Mbarki (2016b) to extend IFML for RIA
applications. Wakil, Jawawi and Rachmat (2018) propose a different approach to extending IFML
for RIA by adding RIAModel abstraction component to the core IFML package to model client
and server applications, deriving all the main core IFML concepts as extended RIA concepts. The
authors discuss the challenges of extending IFML, citing that each new RIA element presents a
new challenge, such as reforming the model between interface and content and how to distribute
the new element between client and server sides.

The works of Roubi, Erramdani and Mbarki (2016a), Laaz and Mbarki (2016b), and
Wakil, Jawawi and Rachmat (2018) have limitations and do not address accessibility or usability.
Nevertheless, the strategies for IFML extension and how they combine models to generate
the UI with richer semantics inspired the way we conducted our work on extending IFML to
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accommodate accessibility, even though we do not use ontologies.

Yigitbas, Mohrmann and Sauer (2015a) propose a model-driven interface development
process that integrates HCI patterns. The authors show feasibility by implementing IFML-based
Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) standards for building RIA applications. The AUI modeling
is made with IFML models. According to the authors, the GUI patterns were formalized using
instantiating parameters and application constraints corresponding to the extension of IFML
metamodel components and model-to-model transformations performed using the Atlas Trans-
formation Language (ATL). The integrated patterns are documented in a pattern catalog (general
pattern meaning and instantiation parameters, and application constraints). An extension of
IFML describes the formalization of the instantiation parameters. In contrast, the formalization
of the application constraints is described by transformation rules that extend the model-to-model
transformation written in ATL.

Yigitbas and Sauer (2016) present an MDD approach based on runtime context changes
to create context-adaptive user interfaces that enable personalized, flexible, and task-based use
of cross-channel applications. Supports modeling, transformation, and execution of context-
adaptive user interfaces using Adapt-IFML and Context-IFML to adapt the application to the
channels. The idea is extended and Yigitbas et al. (2020) introduce ContextML as a new modeling
language for the context-of-use and AdaptML for UI adaptation rules. The first step is to model
the AUI with IFML and UML class diagram, then adaptation modeling with the extended
IFML context, which allows explicit modeling of UI adaptation rules, and Adapt-IFML, which
specifies the adaptation rules. The models are transformed into different channels of the front-
end and communicate at the back-end with an application server that performs adaptation and
synchronization based on MAPE-K (COMPUTING et al., 2006) with user/platform/environment
as context determinants.

Although we initially excluded adaptive approaches from our initial selection of docu-
ments, these works emerged during our review because they use the IFML language. They do
not use IFML ContextDimensions, and authors preferred to complement the modeling with their
approach for context with a new language for that. Despite this characteristic, these approaches
inspired this thesis proposed approach of our extension of the runtime Context feature of IFML,
which we integrated on our IFML extension.

Rieger and Kuchen (2018), Rieger and Kuchen (2019b) developed a graphical DSL for
specifying mobile business applications that also provides tool support for domain modeling,
called Münster App Modeling Language (MAML). The authors argue that MAML addresses
the tradeoff between technical complexity and graphical simplification that allows non-experts to
model and generate Android and iOs apps and create standalone apps for Wear OS smartwatches
without writing code manually. The language is based on five design goals: automatic cross-
platform app creation, focus on domain experts for non-technical stakeholders, data-driven
process, modularization, and declarative description.
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The authors also place MAML between BPMN 2.0 and IFML in modeling complexity
and affirm that IFML is the most similar approach. According to Rieger and Kuchen (2018),
an advantage of MAML models is the fact that they are self-contained and do not rely on
synchronization with external information, unlike IFML models, which are connected with
other UIM standards. Rieger and Kuchen (2018) concluded that MAML has better readability
compared to IFML. Despite this affirmation, MAML DSL is domain-focused, unlike IFML,
whose focus is on user interfaces and interactions.

3.4. Final Remarks

This chapter describes the study conducted on the current state of the art in topics directly
related to this research. First, the protocol used for the bibliographic review was presented,
describing how the works were obtained. Then, selected works from the literature were presented
that addressed accessibility and usability in the development process. This was followed by
works dealing with the generation of interfaces based on models, works dealing with accessible
model-based interfaces, and works dealing with the use of the IFML language.

To understand the activities and possible integration points, we started our studies with
some approaches that helped us outline the different activities in the different phases of the
development lifecycle to meet the accessibility requirements, guidelines, and recommendations.
We reiterate that developers need to consider accessibility requirements at different stages of
development and that these requirements must be introduced early in the development lifecycle.

We also explored MDD approaches to understand how these approaches handle user
interface and interaction modeling and how the IFML language is used in this context. We also
explored how non-functional requirements such as accessibility and usability are inserted at
different levels of abstraction and how accessibility recommendations can be abstracted.

We reviewed the concepts and implementations of UI and the accessibility or usability
features by examining the selected works approaches to outline the features of interest according
to our state-of-art questions. Table 4 provides a summary of the reviewed works according to
relevant features related to the present work. Comparison of the selected studies was made
based on observed characteristics, regarding accessibility/usability integration, use of MDD, UI
DSLs and IFML usage, type of editor, target platforms, and language. These reviewed works are
grouped in 20 lines in the table, representing proposals their authorship.

There are 27 works from literature listed on Table 4. Twenty-three (23) of these are
MDD approaches, of which twenty-two (22) deal with aspects of modeling the UI layer and
only nineteen (19) generate code for that layer. Eight (8) papers deal directly with accessibility,
four (4) of which are conceptual models (DIAS; FORTES; MASIERO, 2012; DIAS, 2014;
STEEN-HANSEN; FAGERNES, 2016; SILVA et al., 2019) that address accessibility/usability
requirements in various processes and make theoretical definitions of the tasks involved in
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Table 4 – Summary of Related Works

PROPOSAL A/Uu MDD Modeling
Aspects UI DSL Language

Editor Target
Mobile
Native
Code

Martín, Cechich and Rossi (2011) A 4 UI, Behavior UID Graphical HTML –

Heitkötter, Majchrzak and Kuchen (2013a) – 4
Data, UI,
Behavior MD2 Textual

Android
iOS 4

Dias, Fortes and Masiero (2012)
Dias (2014)

A/U – CBAa CBAa CBAa CBAa CBAa

Miñón et al. (2014) A 4
UI, Behavior,
Context UsiXML

Textual/
Wizzards XHTML –

Brambilla, Mauri and Umuhoza (2014a) – 4
Data, UI,
Behavior IFML Graphical

Apache
Cordova –

Zeferino and Vilain (2014) – 4 UI, Behavior UID Graphical JSF –
Ammar, Trabelsi and Mahfoudhi (2015)
Ammar, Trabelsi and Mahfoudhi (2016) U 4 UI

AUI
Metamodel Tree editor JAVA –

Hentati et al. (2015)
Hentati et al. (2016) U 4 UI

AUI
Metamodel Tree editor JAVA –

Steen-Hansen and Fagernes (2016) A – CBAa CBAa CBAa CBAa CBAa

Roubi, Erramdani and Mbarki (2016a) – 4 UI
RIA
extended IFML Graphical NSb CBAa

Krainz and Miesenberger (2017a) A 4 UI Accapto XML Textual(XML) Android 4

Wakil, Jawawi and Rachmat (2018) – 4
Data, UI,
Behavior

RIAModel
extended IFML Graphical NSb CBAa

Andrade et al. (2018) A 4
Requirements
UI Acero*

Textual(PHP)
Wizzards
Tree Editor

JAVA –

Vaupel et al. (2018) – 4
Data, UI,
Behavior PIMAR Tree editor

Android
iOS 4

Bouraoui and Gharbi (2019) A 4

Data,
Context,
Behavior, UI

AccUI/IP/
EP MM

Graphical /
Tree editor

XHTML/
iOS
Objective C

4

iOS

Laaz and Mbarki (2016b)
Laaz and Mbarki (2019) – 4

Data, UI,
Behavior OntoIFML Graphical HTML5 –

Fatima et al. (2019) – 4
Data, UI,
Behavior

IFML Android
( As PSM) Graphical NSb CBAa

Rieger and Kuchen (2018)
Rieger and Kuchen (2019b) – 4

Data, UI,
Behavior MAML Graphical

Android
iOS 4

Silva et al. (2019) A – CBAa CBAa CBAa CBAa CBAa

Yigitbas, Mohrmann and Sauer (2015a)
Yigitbas and Sauer (2016)
Yigitbas et al. (2020)

– 4

Data,
Context,
Behavior, UI

UML/IFML/
AdaptML/
Context-ML

Graphical/
Textual Angular –

4 - Does correspond
– - Does not correspond
* – Multiple tools
a CBA: Could be applied
b NS: Not Specified or do not generate code
u Accessibility (A) / Usability (U)

Source: Elaborated by the author.

implementing accessibility during the development lifecycle.

Most of the selected MDD approaches that generate the UI layer add the presentation
features directly into the UI model, keeping it very close to the PSM, or add only the generated
code, increasing the rigidity of the generated application. Nine (9) studies addressed mobile
platforms, five generated native code, and one (1) generated code for Apache Cordova; the other
three (3) studies did not address final UI code. Only six (6) of the selected papers consider context
modeling, three (3) do not consider accessibility but include user and environment modeling
(at least on the metamodel), one (BOURAOUI; GHARBI, 2019) a specific model for the AT
including hardware and software specification details.
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Five (5) studies address accessibility features at UI, all using different approaches.
(KRAINZ; MIESENBERGER, 2017a) enriches UI for runtime accessibility, (MIÑÓN et al.,
2014) made improvements to AUI to meet accessibility requirements, including these require-
ments through Model to Model (M2M) transformation rules from the task model to the AUI
model adding specifications according to the accessibility requirements of each modeled entity.
Only two (2) of them (KRAINZ; MIESENBERGER, 2017a; BOURAOUI; GHARBI, 2019)
deal with the accessibility creation of UI for mobile devices.

The MDD works that addressed usability implemented this through parameters for
transformations rather than modeling them at an abstract level. Most of the DSLs used or created
based on MDD approaches for generating UI do not support accessibility features.

Chapter 4 outlines the steps of our proposed MDD approach. We describe the extensions
AcIFML and AcFeat used to support the proposal.
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CHAPTER

4
MAMA - A MODEL-DRIVEN APPROACH

MINDING ACCESSIBILITY

This chapter presents our proposal for a model-driven approach to generate accessible
applications called “A Model-driven Approach Minding Accessibility (MAMA)”. The approach
integrates accessibility recommendations and guidelines from the beginning of model-driven
development by supporting this modeling in the UI language and providing tools to guide the
modeling process. With this approach, we look after the thesis research aim to develop a model-

driven approach for generating accessible applications that consider accessibility requirements

early in the development process.

The chapter is organized as follows. The chapter begins with Section 4.1, which provides
an overview of the proposed approach by addressing the research questions formulated in this
thesis. The extensions to accommodate accessibility requirements in the IFML language are
described in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 provides explanations of the conceptualization of the AcFeat
Metamodel, which allows the modeling of presentation specifications and validations. Section 4.4
presents a feasible way to adopt the MAMA approach by integrating mobile accessibility
recommendations to generate mobile apps. At the end, we discuss the final remarks in Section 4.5.

4.1. Approach Overview

The focus of this approach is on the front-end of the application, as most accessibility
requirements will relate to the behavior associated with user interaction and usually requiring
the use of Assistive Technologies (AT). However, to create a fully accessible application, re-
quirements must be incorporated into the process from the beginning to deliver an architecture
that properly supports accessibility. For the description of the approach, we return to our first
research question, which is defined as follows:
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[ RQ1.] – How can we support the modeling of user interfaces and interactions

in applications to create more accessible systems using a Model-driven approach?

MAMA aims to integrate accessibility recommendations and guidelines from the begin-
ning of model-driven development by supporting this modeling in the UI language and providing
tools to guide the modeling process. Figure 14 shows an overview of the approach with the steps,
responsible persons and artifacts used during our proposed process.

Figure 14 – Model-driven Approach Minding Accessibility (MAMA) Process

Source: Elaborated by the author.

The first step of the process is the “Requirements Analysis”. In this phase, the system’s
key features that an analyst must be elicited to describe the application. The analyst must define
the requirements that are fundamental to the modeling of any system. The main activities to
be performed by the software analyst are the definition of functional requirements and tasks,
the definition of user categories and abilities (types of disabilities for specific support), and the
definition of accessibility requirements according to the defined tasks and user abilities, using
any requirements template methodology. Once the requirements are defined, the next step is
“Project Modeling”. A modeler must perform three activities in this phase: Domain modeling,
Abstract UI modeling, and Abstract UI presentation modeling.

In “Domain Modeling”, the modeler must design a model according to the requirements,
which stands for the relationships among the application’s business domain objects and their
attributes. This approach focuses on the basic structure needed to create a back-end model, as our
focus is on user interfaces and interactions. We use the UML language to achieve this goal, with
our primary artifact based on a class diagram. However, other models can be added to implement
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more complex business behaviors, such as using the BPMN language, and other UML diagrams
can be integrated into the process.

The artifact (UML model) created in the domain modeling phase is input to the “Abstract
UI Modeling”. It is used in the initial Model to Model (M2M) transformation to the IFML
DomainModel when the modeler must select the model to start the creation of the AcIFML model
via the model editor. After this step, the modeler starts specific abstract UI modeling activities.
We assumed we must design an application for all users; however, allowing particularities
description in the design at the abstract level when necessary, and the modeler can also model the
Context (considering the user’s abilities and the user and assistive technologies under concern).

So, the first is the general UI model for the application, and if necessary, the Context
modeling and Viewpoint can be defined to provide UI customization for specific UI definitions.
The modeler can use a different selection of components, a different organization of UI with
user interactions and actions through the diverse viewpoints according to the defined contexts
and interfaces by using the extended IFML to accommodate accessibility (AcIFML). This way,
modelers can identify specific accessibility attribute requirements and propagate the necessary in-
formation to code generators. The UI model can be early validated concerning basic accessibility
checks such as unadded descriptions and other recommendations.

Since IFML does not support presentation details, the next step for the modeler is
to define an abstract presentation model using the AcFeat modeling language. At this stage
(“Abstract UI Presentation Modeling”), the modeler can define abstract concerns related to
the presentation properties of the application UI through themes and style definitions. In this
way, the modeler can define presentation-related concepts such as the color palette, typography,
decorations(non relevant for accessibility images) , and relative position that can later be mapped
to specific platform concerns. Unlike the first M2M transformation, in this phase, the AcIFML
model and the AcFeat model are instantiated together, and transformations occur at runtime on
demand. This model is also validated according to some of the recommendations concerning
presentation characteristics.

After all project modeling activities are complete, the modeler can trigger the “Code
Generator”, which performs a Model to Text (M2T) transformation to generate the final applica-
tion code. The evaluation phase can be performed by automated tools, human specialists, tests
with AT, and disabled users. Its results can impact requirement analysis, forcing a new iteration.

The infrastructure required to develop all stages of “Project Modeling” is the responsibil-
ity of the language developers who manage the metamodels. Another responsibility is to map
the concerns among models and create the transformation rules and tools used by the modelers.
The artifacts that are instantiated on the project modeling are created based on their metamodels.
Three metamodels are used for the infrastructure of the approach:

(I.) the UML metamodel (modeling the domain),
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(II.) the extended IFML (AcIFML) for (accommodating accessibility), and
(III.) the presentation metamodel AcFeat.

Table 5 summarizes the activities of the process with the responsible actor, the MDD
objective, and the resources used and available for each activity. The Analyst responsible
for defining the requirements, the Developer responsible for developing and maintaining
metamodels, transformation rules, and model validation rules, and the Modeler working on
developing the abstract UI model to represent the interfaces and user interactions using the
AcIFML language.

Table 5 – MAMA approach activities and correspondent responsible persons

ACTIVITY RESPONSIBLE OBJECTIVE RESOURCES

Requirement Analysis Analyst CIM
Requirements
Documentations
Diagrams

Metamodels Developer PIM
EMF (Metamodels/Editor)
Eclipse Sirius (Editor)
(UML, AcIFML, AcFeat)

Project Modeling Modeler PIM Model Editor

Transformation Rules Developer PSM
Java (M2M)
Acceleo (M2T)

Model Validation Rules Developer
Accessibility
validation

Java (Eclipse Sirius)

Source: Elaborated by the author.

As mentioned earlier, our focus is on UI and modeling user interactions for accessibility.
To implement our proposal, we first focused on metamodels to provide a layer of DSLs that
modelers can use to design accessible applications. In doing so, we initiated the integration of
the necessary features from the recommendations and guidelines to answer our second research
question, defined as follows:

[ RQ2.] – How to abstract early on the model of user interface interaction flow

to produce accessible applications?

The initial design decision was to extend the IFML language. Section 4.2 shows the
extended concepts on the language to accommodate the accessibility recommendations and
guidelines that could be inserted at the AUI level.

4.2. AcIFML - Accommodating Accessibility on IFML

The IFML language, overviewed in Section 2.3, does not directly cover accessibil-
ity aspects. For this reason, we have proposed an extension to accommodate accessibility
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requirements, recommendations, and guidelines. IFML is organized as a core set of con-
cepts and a set of extensions that embody common features of many interactive applica-
tions. According to the documentation OMG (2015a), valid extensions should refine or adapt
the core concept, or provided extensions, for specific cases and specialize their semantics
without changing them, and not all possible extensions are allowed. To comply with the
IFML standard, only the following concepts (and their extensions) are allowed for exten-
sions: ViewContainer; ViewComponent; ViewComponentPart; Event; DomainConcept and
FeatureConcept; BehaviorConcept and BehavioralFeatureConcept.

The documentation cites that extensions of other elements are not allowed. However,
runtime ContextDimension may be specialized to represent other dimensions, such as user
preferences, etc (OMG, 2015a). The language extension can be developed on the four artifacts
provided in the specification. We used the IFML metamodel as the primary extension mechanism.
For better understanding, we fragmented the extended components into the following four
sections:

(a.) Accessible ViewContainers (acViewContainers) in Subsection 4.2.1 - contains the ex-
tended ViewContainers, which are first level elements of the interface that group other
ViewContainers and/or ViewElements to display the content.

(b.) Accessible ViewComponents (acViewComponents) in Subsection 4.2.2 - the extended
ViewComponents, which are user interface elements that display content or accept input
and may be bound to a ContentBinding via its association with ViewComponentPart.

(c.) Accessible ViewComponentParts (AcViewComponentParts) in Subsection 4.2.3 - the
extended ViewComponentPart which are interactive elements (InteractionFlowElement)
that do not live outside a ViewComponent and may have incoming and outgoing flows.

(d.) Accessible ViewElementEvents, Context and ViewElementBehavior in Subsection 4.2.4
- the extended ViewElementEvents, that represent a user interaction event, a new con-
cept “AcViewElementBehavior” used for modeling UI behavior such as the flow for a
keyboard navigation and the extended context dimensions to model accessibility runtime
context.

In this stage, we aimed to accommodate the accessibility requirements at a higher
abstraction level so that the modelers could perceive them. They can also be propagated to the
next steps of the MDD development process and be used in the transformation process. WAI
guidelines such as WCAG and WAI-ARIA serve as the primary source, as almost all other
documents use them as the primary reference, but the extension is not limited to them. Before
adding the above extensions, it was a design decision to create a representation in the language
metamodel with the abstractions that should be common to all accessible view elements. Since
the core ViewElement is not extensible, we added an intermediate abstract component to the
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language called “AcViewElement”. Table 6 shows the semantics used for this component and
the references that supported its creation, from which all accessible components will inherit the
semantics.

Table 6 – Abstract AcViewElement

Concept Semantics Principle Core References

AcViewElement

description: used for short
description/ titles/
explicative texts

Perceivable

WCAG 2.1
1.1 - Text alternatives
1.1.1 - Non-text content
Success Criterion 2.4.2 Page Titled
Success Criterion 2.4.6 Headings and Labels
Success Criterion 3.3.2 Labels or Instructions
Success Criterion 2.4.10 Section Headings

idiom: defines the idiom of page
or parts

Understandable
3.1 - Readable
3.1.1 - Language of Page
3.1.2 - Language of Parts

isFocusable: defines if the
component is focusable
(if it can receive keyboard focus)
isTouchFocusable: defines if the
component is focusable in touch mode

Operable
2.1 - Keyboard Accessible
Success Criterion 2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap

isDisabled: boolean
Operable
State

WAI ARIA 1.1
2.2 - States and Properties
2.3 - Managing Focus

isVisible: boolean
Operable
State

Source: Elaborated by the author.

All extended ViewContainers (Subsection 4.2.1), ViewComponents (Subsection 4.2.2),
and ViewComponentParts (Subsection 4.2.3) inherited the concepts of AcViewElement. This
component received five semantic attributes that are used to meet important accessibility rec-
ommendations of WCAG 2.1 and WAI-ARIA guidelines: description, idiom, isFocusable, is-
Disabled, and isVisible. IFML has a concept called ActivationExpression that is used to
determine whether ViewElements, ViewComponentPart, and Event are enabled. This is a
boolean expression and the decision to use a semantic attribute isDisabled was made to reduce
subjectivity regarding the initial state of the elements. Figure 15 shows a fragment of the AcIFML
metamodel where we can visualize the AcViewElement component.

4.2.1. Accessible ViewContainers

ViewContainers are first level components of the UI which groups other ViewCon-
tainers and/or ViewElements to display content. Figure 16 shows the components provided
in this category minding accessibility based on the guidelines and research. We defined three
components in this category: AcViewContainer, AcWindow, and AcMenu. These components
are system generic, for example they are not mobile specific, can be used on different system
context or if necessary also extended for a finer granularity.
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Figure 15 – AcIFML Metamodel Fragment - Accessible ViewContainers

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Table 7 outlines the components, semantic attributes, and references. AcViewContainer
and AcWindow have the same reference on the guidelines, but almost with different characteristics
to satisfy different roles, platforms, and applications. AcWindow can be defined at the first level
to implement concepts like mobile screens or windows. AcViewContainers can define region-
specific containers such as headers, footers, page dividers, and toolbars.

Another defined component is AcMenu, which is is a composed component described in
the extension closely related to the AcMenuIten and AcSubmenu view components. Antonelli,
Silva and Fortes (2015) have inspired the AcMenu extension by defining an abstract structure
and relationship to AcMenuIten and AcSubmenu (see Figure 16), which supports accessibility in
terms of modeler requirements and automatic transformation, propagating even its roles.
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Table 7 – Abstract AcViewContainers

Concept Semantics Core References

AcViewContainer
region: RegionType
containerRole: ContainerRole

WCAG 2.1
– Success Criterion 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
– Success Criterion 2.4.1 Bypass Blocks
– Success Criterion 2.4.2 Page Titled
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
- G115: Using semantic elements to mark up
structure (Sufficient)
– G140: Separating information and structure
from presentation to enable different presentations
– H42: Using h1-h6 to identify headings (Sufficient)
WAI-ARIA 1.1
– 1.1 Authoring Practices
– 4 Landmark Regions
– 4.3 Landmark Roles

AcWindow
isMainWindow: boolean
showBreadCrumbs: boolean
showDefaultSideNav: boolean

WCAG 2.1
– Success Criterion 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
– Success Criterion 2.4.1 Bypass Blocks
– Success Criterion 2.4.2 Page Titled
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
– G115: Using semantic elements to mark up
structure (Sufficient)
– G140: Separating information and structure
from presentation to enable different presentations
– H42: Using h1-h6 to identify headings (Sufficient)
WAI-ARIA 1.1
– 1.1 Authoring Practices
– 4 Landmark Regions
– 4.3 Landmark Roles

AcMenu
menuType: AcMenuType
orientation: String
isExpanded: boolean

WCAG 2.1
– 3.2.3 Consistent Navigation
– Success Criterion 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
WAI-ARIA
– 2.2 States and Properties
(Antonelli, Silva and Fortes (2015))

Source: Elaborated by the author.

4.2.2. Accessible ViewComponents

We have created eleven accessible ViewComponents (see Figure 16). All of them inher-
ited the semantics of AcViewElement and some of them have special accessibility attributes to
define their state, like isExpanded in the case of AcMenuItem and AcFieldSet components. The
AcList component is a composite component that can accept a AcListRow as content. These
component relationships were created to provide role awareness for modelers and automatic
transformation and reference the WCAG guideline Success Criterion 1.3.1 regarding relation-
ships and structure, which refers to meaningful associations and how parts are organized with
each other.
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Figure 16 – AcIFML Metamodel Fragment - Accessible ViewComponents

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Some of the extended ViewComponents such as AcDetails, AcMessage, where created
for fine granularity. The components AcSubMenu and AcMenuItem are ViewComponents that
compose the relations of the ViewContainer AcMenu. And AcMenuItem has isExpanded property
to model its state. Table 8 shows the other components such as AcLiveRegion, AcBreadCrumb,
AcFeedback, and AcFieldSet that were abstracted from the guidelines.

AcLiveRegion is the component used to define areas of dynamic content, such as those
that are updated without reloading the page. This feature is important for ATs like screen readers,
as it automatically announce it’s content when it changes. AcBreadCrumb is the component that
supports the breadcrumb trail, which consists of, for example, a list of links to parent pages.
AcFeedback is a message component that can be used with various output mechanisms, such
as screen or haptics, through system events such as sounds and vibration. AcFieldSet is a
grouping-specific component that can be used, for example, to group content in a form or detail
window, which is important, for example, to specify a Screen Reader way of reading the content
of the UI.
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Table 8 – Abstract AcViewComponents: AcBreadCrumbs, AcFeedback, AcLiveRegion,
AcFieldSet

Concept Semantics Core References

AcBreadCrumb

type: BreadCrumbtype
uri: String
params: String
breadCrumbPath: String

WCAG 2.1
– 2.4 Navigable
– Success Criterion 2.4.5 Multiple Ways
– Success Criterion 2.4.8 Location
– Success Criterion 3.2.3 Consistent Navigation
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
– G65 Providing a breadcrumb trail
WAI-ARIA 1.1
– 1.1 Authoring Practices
– Design Patterns
– Breadcrumb Pattern

AcFeedback
feedbackType: FeedBackType
outputType: FeedOutputType
mecanism: FeedbackMecanism

WCAG 2.1
– Success Criterion 3.3.1 Error Identification
– Success Criterion 3.2.2 On Input
– Success Criterion 3.3.5 Help
– Success Criterion 4.1.3 Status Messages
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
– G199: Providing success feedback when
data is submitted successfully

AcLiveRegion

liveType: ContainerLive
isAtomic: boolean
isBusy: boolean
isFormInput: boolean

WCAG 2.1
– Success Criterion 3.3.1 (Error Identification)
WAI-ARIA 1.1
– 5.3.5 Live Region Roles

AcFieldSet isExpanded: boolean

WCAG 2.1
– Success Criterion 1.3.1 (Info and Relationships)
– Success Criterion 2.4.10 Section Headings
WCAG 2.0 Techniques
– ARIA17 Using grouping roles to identify
related form controls
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
– H71 Providing a description for groups of form
controls using fieldset and legend elements
– H82 Grouping form controls with FIELDSET
and LEGEND
– H85 Using OPTGROUP to group OPTION
elements inside a SELECT

Source: Elaborated by the author.

4.2.3. Accessible ViewComponentParts

We derived about ten accessible ViewComponentParts (see Figure 17), that are elements
that may not live outside the context of a ViewComponent, may trigger Events and have in and
out “InteractionFlows”.

AcField extends the Field component and adds to the concepts of AcViewElement the
semantic attributes fieldType, which refer to the keyboard input type relevant for accessibility,
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and a state property activeFocus, which is used to determine the initial state of the focus when
needed.

We decided to create AcLabel, which is used to represent plain text, and establish a
semantic relationship with AcField that specifies the mandatory need for a label for the accessible
fields. We also extended SelectionField and added the state isChecked, and derived two more
ViewComponentParts from it AcSpinnerField, to model spinners inputs, and AcToggleField
to model two state inputs.

Figure 17 – AcIFML Metamodel Fragment - Accessible ViewComponentParts

Source: Elaborated by the author.

There are three extensions of AcField that are the components created to support
accessible media: AcImage, AcVideo, AcAudio. It is important to remember that the attributes
from the components such as path on AcImage, subtitlesURI and transcription from AcVideo
are semantic and not final values, so their values may bind to be parameters from the domain
model or even expressions and to comply with WCAG they must be predefined, this way coming
from the domain model.

Table 9 shows the extended ViewComponetParts whose semantics have been expanded,
associated with references from the guidelines: AcField, AcLabel, AcButton, and AcVideo.
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Table 9 – Abstract AcViewComponentParts

Concept Semantics Core References

AcField

inputType:FieldType
isRequired:Eboolean
activeFocus:boolean
fieldPattern:AcFieldPattern

WCAG 2.1
– 2.5 Input Modalities
– Success Criterion: 1.3.1 (Info and Relationships)
– Success Criterion 1.3.5 (Identify Input Purpose)
– Success Criterion 3.3.4 (Error Prevention)
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
– G83: Providing text descriptions to identify
required fields that were not completed
– G89: Providing expected data format and example

AcLabel isFloating:boolean

WCAG 2.1
– Success Criterion 2.4.10 Section Headings
– Success Criterion 2.5.3 Label in Name
– Success Criterion 3.3.2 (Labels or instructions)
– Success Criterion 3.3.5 (Help)
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
– H44: Using label elements to associate text labels
with form controls
– G131: Providing descriptive labels
– G162: Positioning labels to maximize predictability
of relationships
– H90: Indicating required form controls using label
or legend

AcButton isFloating:boolean
WAI-ARIA Authoring Practices 1.1
– 3.5 Button

AcVideo
subtitles: String
transcrition: String

WCAG 2.1
– 1.2.1 Audio-only and Video-only (Prerecorded)
– 1.2.2 Captions (Prerecorded)
– 1.2.3 Audio Description or Media Alternative
(Prerecorded)
– 1.2.5 Audio Description (Prerecorded)

Source: Elaborated by the author.

AcButton is a part used to model a button pattern, which is a component of UI that can
receive events. Developers can map ViewElementEvents such as OnSubmitEventto buttons,
anchors, or simple link events in the transformation rules. However, we created this abstraction to
distinguish clickable action interactions from navigation, to bring the concept closer to modelers’
intuition, and to design different final layouts for the same UI depending on the active Context.
AcButton has a semantic property called isFloating, a boolean value that defines its state at UI
and is relevant for accessibility configuration, e.g., keyboard accessibility.
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4.2.4. Accessible ViewElementEvents, ViewElement Behavior, and
Context

Figure 18 shows the concepts extended for user interaction events, the UI behavior, and
runtime Context.

Figure 18 – AcIFML Metamodel Fragment - Extended Events, Context Dimensions
and AcViewElementBehavior

Source: Elaborated by the author.

A ViewElementEvent represents a user interaction event that can be triggered by a
ViewElement. It is an important element of UI, as it defines user interactions in the design and
allows the modeling of user events. AcViewElementEvent extends the core ViewElementEvent
meta-class of the IFML standard and includes references from the guidelines inserting on its
semantics the description that can be used for accessibility description for the interaction and
accessKey, which can be used to define keyboard shortcuts. The events OnSubmit and OnSelect
have been extended with the AcOnSubmit and AcOnSelect components with the same properties
for accessibility.
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The following meta-classes were also added to the extension, inspired by the Bram-
billa, Mauri and Umuhoza (2014a) extension that extends AcViewElementEvent: AcDragAnd-
DropEvent, AcDoubletapEvent, AcSwipeEvent, AcPinchEvent, AcSpreadEvent, Ac-
TouchEvent, AcLongPressEvent, AcScrollEvent, AcShakeEvent, each representing a ges-
ture event for the mobile context.

Table 10 – Abstract AcViewElementEvent and AcKeyboardNav

Concept Semantics Core References

AcViewElementEvent
description:String
accessKey:String

WCAG 2.1
2.1.1 Keyboard
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
G202: Ensuring keyboard control for all functionality
G90: Providing keyboard-triggered event handlers
SCR20: Using both keyboard and other
device-specific functions
SCR2: Using redundant keyboard and
mouse event handlers

AcKeyboardNav

name:String
Derived References:
focusUp
focusDown
focusBefore
focusRight
focusNext
focusUp

WCAG 2.1
2.1 Keyboard Accessible
WCAG 2.1 - Success Criterion
1.3.2 Meaningful Sequence
2.1.1 Keyboard
2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap
2.4.3 Focus Order
2.4.7 Focus Visible
WCAG 2.1 Techniques
H4: Creating a logical tab order through links,
form controls, and objects

Source: Elaborated by the author.

We decided to create an abstract concept for modeling the behavior of UI called
AcViewElementBehavior with the extended component AcKeyboardNav, which the modeler
can use as needed to model the keyboard interaction sequence. By default, keyboard navigation
follows a simple sequence. Still, sometimes it is necessary to model customized keyboard navi-
gation, for example, to avoid common keyboard traps when UI presents complex components
such as lists or date pickers that could trap the user, or even for complex UI designs.

Other relevant concept that was extended was the Context through the ContextDimen-
sions. The Context has a special meaning for accessible applications. Although we strive
to have one design for all users, it is sometimes necessary to create specific designs for a
particular accessibility context. The defined dimensions can help the modeler to prepare specific
UI and interactions according to the accessibility context. We have defined ContextDimensions
extensions that allow user and accessibility specific runtime definitions.

AcUserAbility is a dimension that reflects the persona spectrum categories of im-
pairment according to the affected sense in terms of permanent, temporary, and situational
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disabilities (World Health Organization et al., 2001; MICROSOFT, 2016; O’NEILL, 2021),
grouped into four categories: sight, hear, touch, speak, and cognition. Other abstractions in-
cluded the AcAssistiveTech to contexts corresponding to specific ATs, the AcEnvironment,
and AcUserPreference. It is important to remember that these dimensions are associated to
ViewPoint, this way to access a viewpoint all the dimensions defined on a context have to be
satisfied. The modeler can define the necessary contexts for the UI design.

4.3. AcFeat Metamodel - Presentation Aspects

Since IFML does not support the presentation layer, we created a metamodel called
AcFeat to provide more flexibility and accessibility to presentation specifications and validations.
This metamodel is inspired by Material Design themes1, which consists of three main actions:
customization of the theme, applying across the design mocks, and using in code. Material
Design2 is a design system developed by Google to help teams create high-quality digital
experiences for multiple platforms such as Android, iOS, Flutter, and the web. It defines the
qualities that UI regions and components can express through concepts such as color, typography,
iconography, shapes, and layout with the goal of consistency across platforms.

For this study, not all concepts of Material Design themes were considered, but we create
a structure that can be extended. Figure 19 shows the concepts created for the presentation layer.
The main meta-class of this metamodel is FeatModel, which refers to the “InteractionFlow-
Model” from the IFML core to provide presentation aspects. One FeatModel can contain FStyles,
FStylabelCategories, FDecorations, FShapes, and FStylableElements.

1 <https://material.io/design/material-theming/overview.html#material-theming>
2 <https://material.io/design>

https://material.io/design/material-theming/overview.html#material-theming
https://material.io/design
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Figure 19 – AcFeat metamodel - UI presentation aspects

Source: Elaborated by the author.
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FTheme is the concept that aggregates general presentation aspects for the application.
When defining a theme, the modeler can specify styles for component categories (FStylable-
Category) for general, directly assignable elements and specific customizations. Each theme
defines its colors, which are grouped on the color palette (FColorPalete) and follow the material
design color system. The other concepts of the metamodel correspond to typography concepts
(FTypography), FDecorations for iconography, FShapes for defining UI shapes and a position
system (FPosition) that can be fixed (FFixedPos) or relative to other components (FRelativePos).

4.4. Integrating Accessibility Recommendations to pro-
duce MDD mobile applications

The proposed approach, MAMA (Figure 14), was presented providing details about
the steps, responsible persons and artifacts used during an MDD process for developing acces-
sible applications. We have also described the main rationale under each of the models and
their extensions for addressing the necessary accessibility elements to produce the accessible
applications.

Since MDD is a strategy that allows developers and stakeholders to communicate at
different levels of abstraction, it is relevant to provide an overview of how to make MAMA
feasible. We decided to focus our target on mobile application development, and we followed
AccessMDD (DIAS, 2021), an MDD approach to stimulate Android developers’ awareness of
accessibility recommendations, focusing on blind and low vision users. Figure 20 shows an
overview of AccessMDD.

In Figure 20 we can see a person (User) using a mobile application, and he/she interacts
with UI components that can present potential accessibility problems. These problems are gener-
ally avoided by implementing technical accessibility recommendations, allowing the generated
component to provide the appropriate accessibility resources for the user. To achieve this, a
DSL designer, aware of the recommendations that can be applied to the interface components,
implements the techniques in the respective integration points identified with the stages of the
MDD process. Finally, these implementations allow a textsfModeler to follow the considerations
suggested by the model editor and use the resources available in the language to generate a new
mobile application with an accessible interface.
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Figure 20 – Overview of AccessMDD approach

Source: Dias (2021)

In terms of feasibility, AccessMDD provides mobile application recommendations for the
thirteen main accessibility problems that blind and low vision users face when interacting with
mobile applications. The approach indicates 25 (twenty-five) accessibility recommendations,
called mobile accessibility Recommendations (maRs), based on guidelines and documentations
such as WCAG 2.1 (W3C, 2018b), BBC mobile (BBC, 2020), and GuAMA (SIDI, 2021; SIDI,
2019). To exemplify, the following is a brief description of maR13.

maR13 - Navigation with ordered and visible focus.
The application must support focus-based navigation, always visible, highlighting the
focused component. It is important to ensure that keyboard focus navigation does not
encounter barriers in the application, allowing all elements to be accessed without difficulty
(W3C, 2018b; BBC, 2020; SIDI, 2021; Google LLC, 2021b).
It helps to avoid: P11 - Confusing interaction and/or navigation.

Developers should integrate the recommendations (maRs) into the MDD process to
produce accessible components. Table 11 shows the thirteen problems commonly faced by blind
and low vision users, associated with the corresponding maRs compiled to avoid such problems.
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Table 11 – Accessibility Problems (Pi) related to the maRs

Problem Recommendation

P1
Insufficient text / image contrast
Ballantyne et al. (2018),
Acosta-Vargas et al. (2020),
Alshayban, Ahmed and Malek (2020)

maR07 | Color contrast

P2

Inappropriate touch target size
Ballantyne et al. (2018),
Acosta-Vargas et al. (2020),
Alshayban, Ahmed and Malek (2020),
Damaceno, Braga and Mena-Chalco (2018)

maR17 | Touch target size
maR18 | Spacing

P3

Component missing label
Carvalho et al. (2018a),
Ballantyne et al. (2018),
Alshayban, Ahmed and Malek (2020),
Damaceno, Braga and Mena-Chalco (2018)

maR10 | Component label

P4
Inadequate or redundant element description
Acosta-Vargas et al. (2020),
Alshayban, Ahmed and Malek (2020),
Damaceno, Braga and Mena-Chalco (2018)

maR24 | Contextual help

P5
Inadequate or unavailable feedback
Carvalho et al. (2018a),
Ballantyne et al. (2018),
Damaceno, Braga and Mena-Chalco (2018)

maR09 | Screen events
maR19 | Action Feedback
maR23 | Confirmation
maR25 | Error report

P6
Images / icons without textual alternative
Carvalho et al. (2018a),
Ballantyne et al. (2018)

maR01 | Non-textual content

P7
Problems / Assistive Technology limitation
Carvalho et al. (2018a),
Ballantyne et al. (2018),
Damaceno, Braga and Mena-Chalco (2018)

maR06 | Resize content
maR22 | Assistive technology

P8
UI related elements non-grouped
Alshayban, Ahmed and Malek (2020)

maR15 | Grouping content

P9
Non-existent functionality
Alshayban, Ahmed and Malek (2020)

maR12 | Actionability

P10
Inconsistent or confusing content organisation
Carvalho et al. (2018a)

maR05 | Extensive content
maR08 | Paragraphs
maR20 | Data format

P11
Confusing interaction and / or navigation
Carvalho et al. (2018a),
Damaceno, Braga and Mena-Chalco (2018)

maR04 | Visualization structure
maR13 | Navigation with ordered and visible focus
maR14 | Title of page
maR16 | App navigation

P12
Inadequate default presentation
Carvalho et al. (2018a)

maR02 | Content orientation
maR03 | Sensorial characteristics
maR11 | Keyboard mode

P13
Form structure with a confusing layout
Ballantyne et al. (2018)

maR21 | Form structure

Adapted from: Dias (2021)

AccessMDD indicates three Integration Points (IPs) to provide mobile accessible UI
components which can be produced by adopting a MDD approach:

IP1 - Model (DSL): to include accessibility properties on the modeling language, providing
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adequate accessibility support. For example, to define additional attributes, such as an
“alt” attribute for inserting a textual alternative in an image

IP2 - Model Editor: enhance the model editor to provide warnings and hints to the modeler
to remember or consider a specific accessibility attribute in a component. For example,
in an image element, the editor can remind the modeler to provide an alternative text by
displaying a warning

IP3 - Code Generator: transformation rules should map the abstract accessible compo-
nents and properties, supporting and complementing the accessibility requirements and
recommendations,to the corresponding components and accessibility properties of the
target platform. For example, on the Android platform, the association of a form input
component (InputText) with its respective label mapped to TextView and EditText
components with the Android properties relevant for accessibility: labelFor, inputType.

Figure 21 – MAMA integration points for accessibility

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Figure 21 shows how we have used the AccessMDD integration points on the MAMA
approach. We contemplate the IP1 with the proposed AcIFML and AcFeat metamodels, the IP2
with the provided properties and validation rules to guide the modeler on the model editor, and
the IP3 on the transformations rules used on our proof-of-concept target in Android mobile apps.
Table 12 lists the maRs associated with the corresponding IPs the language developer has to
consider to produce accessible mobile components according to MAMA artifacts.

The IFML language provides a visual syntax with graphical notations to represent
elements, as we illustrated on Section 2.3. To provide tool support to the modeler during the
project modeling phase of our approach, we extended the open source IFML editor3. The IFML
editor is an Eclipse plugin based on Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)4 and Sirius5.

3 IFML editor - <https://ifml.github.io/>
4 EMF - <https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/>
5 Sirius - <https://www.eclipse.org/sirius/>

https://ifml.github.io/
https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
https://www.eclipse.org/sirius/
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Table 12 – AccessMDD maRs and integration points on the MAMA

Mobile Accessibility Recommendations AcIFML
(IP1)

AcFeat
(IP1)

Model Editor
Validation (IP2)

Transformation
(IP3)

– maR01 Non-textual content 4

– maR02 Content orientation 4

– maR03 Sensorial characteristics 4

– maR04 Visualization structure 4

– maR05 Extensive content 4

– maR06 Resize content 4

– maR07 Color contrast 4 4 4

– maR08 Paragraphs 4

– maR09 Screen events 4

– maR10 Component label 4 4 4

– maR11 Keyboard mode 4 4

– maR12 Actionability 4 4

– maR13 Navigation with ordered and visible focus 4

– maR14 Title of page 4 4

– maR15 Grouping content 4

– maR16 App navigation 4 4

– maR17 Touch target size 4

– maR18 Spacing 4 4

– maR19 Action Feedback 4 4

– maR20 Data format 4 4

– maR21 Form structure 4

– maR22 Assistive technology 4

– maR23 Confirmation 4 4

– maR24 Contextual help 4

– maR25 Error report 4 4

Source: Elaborated by the author.

We have incorporated all of the extended AcIFML concepts into the editor, as well as
the IP2 maRs, to provide early information, warnings, and indications of potential accessibility
modeling errors. For the MAMA approach, the modeler also relies on the tooling support to
be guided, as needed, to provide an appropriate model with the necessary information for the
transformation framework. We demonstrate these features, the IP2 integration, and the inserted
components in the model editor at Chapter 5.

4.5. Final Remarks

This chapter described our proposal for a model-driven approach to generate accessible
applications whose focus relies on the front-end of the application minding accessibility called
MAMA.

Initially, we outline the proposed approach to align with previously formulated research
questions. Thus, we present a scheme representing the steps that constitute the approach (Fig-
ure 14). Next, we describe the extended metamodels (AcIFML and AcFeat) to provide the
necessary elements to meet the accessibility requirements modeling when generating applica-
tions. And at the end, aiming to show the proposal’s feasibility, we delimited the scope for mobile
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apps and adopting MAMA. We discussed the integration of accessibility recommendations for
mobile apps in the generation of accessible mobile apps.

Beyond, we can now present an update to Table 3 on Table 13. This was made possible
because of our contributions to the components, in both IFML and MD2, which have been
improved with the inclusion of accessibility features.

Table 13 – Update of the UIDLs reviewed Bouraoui and Gharbi (2019)

Project
MDE/MBUI

approach Availability
Multi-platform/
Multi-device

Accessibility
features

Code
generation

Design/
Implementation/
Runtime

Context Toolkit

Salber, Dey and Abowd (1999) – 4
Multi-platform
Multi-device – No Runtime

Cortex

Duran-Limon et al. (2003) – – Multi-platform
Multi-device – No Runtime

Compose

Doukas and Antonelli (2013) – 4 Mobile – Partly
Implementation/
Runtime

UIML
Helms et al. (2009) 4 4 Multi-platform NDP a Yes Design

UsiXml
Limbourg et al. (2005) 4 – Multi-platform NDP a Yes Design

MD2

Heitkötter, Majchrzak and Kuchen (2013a) 4 4
Mobile
(Android/iOS) 4 Yes Design/Runtime

MariaXML

Paterno’, Santoro and Spano (2009) 4 4
Multi-platform
Multi-device CBA b Yes Design

IFML
OMG (2015a) 4 4

Multi-platform
Multi-device 4 Yes Design/Implementation

Supple

Gajos, Weld and Wobbrock (2010) – – Multi-platform
Multi-device

Motor
impairment Yes Design/Runtime

Transport App

Krainz, Feiner and Fruhmann (2016) 4 – Mobile
(Android)

Visual
impairment Partly Implementation

Android XML

Morris (2011) – 4
Mobile
(Android) 4 UI Implementation

IP MM/AccUI
MM/ EP MM

Bouraoui and Gharbi (2019)
4 4

Multi-platform
Multi-device 4

Yes (Markup)
Partly (PL)c Design

4 - Does correspond
– - Does not correspond
a1 NDP: Not developed for this purpose
b1 CBA: Could be applied
c1 PL: Programming Languages

(BOURAOUI; GHARBI, 2019) Updated

Source: Elaborated by the author.
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CHAPTER

5
PROOF OF CONCEPT

A Proof of Concept (PoC) is an exercise we use to test whether we can turn an idea into
concrete reality. A proof of concept is used to determine an idea’s feasibility or verify that the
idea works as envisioned. It is sometimes also called a proof of principle.

In the MAMA approach presented in the previous chapter, the modeler counts with
tool support to be guided as needed to provide a suitable model with the necessary information
for the transformation framework. This chapter shows these features, the IP2 integration, IP3
integration, and the application of the inserted components by the model editor. We will use a
PoC as an experiment that illustrates step-by-step the relevant elements of MAMA to demonstrate
feasibility. The following sections describe an app prototype and its generation based on MAMA.

5.1. My Books Example

To demonstrate the applicability and expressiveness of the proposed approach, in this
section we illustrate the MAMA process using a Proof of Concept (PoC). As a PoC, we developed
a simple application that uses basic accessible abstract components and can generate multiple
accessibility problems. We named the application My books app, Figure 22 shows a simple
wireframe illustrating the application UI.

Despite simple interactions, we may encounter several of the problems described by Dias
(2021), and others, in My books app, such as:

P2 Inappropriate touch target size
P3 Component missing labels
P5 Inadequate or unavailable feedback
P8 UI related elements non-grouped
UI trap where the user cannot access the outside button to create a new book

Notwithstanding a simple application, this type of UI often encounters accessibility
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Figure 22 – Wireframe Fragment For “My books App”

Source: Elaborated by the author.

interaction problems. Figure 23 shows a simplified use case for this type of application. In
My books app, books are in a list, and the application allows the user to interact with the list
by navigating through the registered books, adding new books to the list, deleting books, and
requesting detailed information about a book.

Figure 23 – “My Books App” Use Case

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Instead of coding, modelers must design graphical models to implement a complete
application using MAMA. Before starting with the AUI model, the modeler must create at least
one UML class diagram representing the intended domain model. For this example, a simple
domain is shown on Figure 24. The model contains two classes Book and Categories related
by an association N:1. This UML model will be used in the first transformation performed on
MAMA. This model is then used as input for modeling with the AcIFML extension mapped to
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the DomainModel concept through the model editor on EMF ModelWizzard, provided by the
metamodel generator. The objects from the UML model are mapped to AcIFML using Java to
accomplish the DomainModel with DomainConcepts and DomainFeatures.

Figure 24 – Simple UML domain for “My books App”

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Once the domain model is completed, the modeler can begin the AUI design. The modeler
must initiate an EMF model project on Eclipse, including the “.uml” domain file in the project,
and create a “.core” file (IFML extension). At the time of creation, the model requests the setting
of the “.uml” file and performs an M2M transformation using the domain information. It then
opens the graphical Model Editor and enables the AUI design. Figure 25 presents the Sirius
model definition file for the project on the left side, with the defined diagrams, layers, and
properties reflected on the right side in the diagram area (main screen) of the modeling tool
and the component bar. Modelers must graphically define the UI application elements, user
interactions, and effects.

Figure 25 – IFML extended editor for AcIFML components

Source: Elaborated by the author.
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In addition, modelers can define possible Contexts and their concepts (Figure 18). If
needed, they can define ContextDimensions to model the UI and interactions for assistive
technologies, user abilities, preferences defined in the extension, user role, screen position, and
settings for a particular device. These contexts are related to predicted context variables used in
runtime customization, which can be associated with new ViewPoints for the application.

To guide the modeler through the AUI modeling process, we have integrated IP2s maRs
and also developed validation rules to ensure that the required information is propagated to
the transformation framework. The modeler will be guided from the beginning when inserting
components via the property editor, and during model validation. An example can also be found
in Figure 25 where we have described the description property of an AUI AcWindow as title to
make it easier to understanding and also with validation to prevent the property from not being
filled in.

Figure 26 illustrates on the bottom some of the IP2 integrated into the model editor to
provide early validation and avoid the aforementioned problems. We see two error messages
(one for a window with no title, and one for a missing label on an input) and one warning (for
low contrast in the AcFeat model color palette). These messages are provided for the modeler
when he requests validation of the model.

Figure 26 – Example of accessibility early validation to the modeler

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Figure 27 presents a possible AUI modeling using the AcIFML extended components. The
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components we have added are: AcWindow, AcList and AcListRow, Databinding, Visuali-
zationAttributes, IFMLParameters, AcLabel, AcField, AcDetails, AcCreateAction,
ActionEvent and AcFeedback.

Figure 27 – Possible AUI model with AcIFML components

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Another implementation in the model editor was the definition of predefined actions.
Since we were not focused on the model business, one strategy was to define predefined “Create
Read Update and Delete (CRUD)” actions that modelers could use for basic CRUD operations
on the model. For example, when the modeler inserts an AcCreateAction, it inserts an Action
with two ActionEvents OnSuccess and OnFail associated with success and failure messages
AcFeedback to provide feedback to the user in at least these two cases ensuring action feedback
modeling.

After validating the model, the modeler can request the M2M transformation to generate
the code for the designed application using the transformation framework.

5.2. Model Transformation Framework
All abstract components that we have developed are integrated into the AcIFML editor.

So, we can produce an abstract AcIFML model with any combination of them. However, since
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we focus on generating mobile accessible applications code, we have to provide the whole
infrastructure for the generated application.Not all are integrated on the transformation framework
set yet. In this section, we demonstrate the MAMA transformation framework and show some of
the IP3s maRs we have integrated to meet accessibility requirements.

Regarding the generation of mobile applications on MAMA, we developed our transfor-
mation framework using Acceleo. It is an open-source template-based technology for creating
custom code generators that implements OMG’s MOF Model to Text Language (MTL) and use
any EMF-based models. The idea is to generate mobile native accessible applications. As a first
target, we decided to generate Android applications using Java language. For the architecture
of the generated application, we have chosen the architecture pattern “Model View ViewModel
(MVVM)”. MVVM aims to facilitate the separation of graphical user interface development
from back-end logic or business logic. Android provides a set of libraries and components for the
MVVM architecture according to best design and implementation practices and provides good
accessibility support and documentation. Despite separating the concerns of the architecture to
test accessibility requirements, we implemented all architecture layers, but only SQLite local
storage.

Figure 28 shows its structure for the Android generator using Java language. The frame-
work is organized to reflect the MVVM architecture and Acceleo best practices recommenda-
tions1. At the bottom are the resources used to generate the application, such as the Java base files
and the .xml resources. The prefix used for the packages is “br.dinte.acifm.pim.gen.mvvmandroid-
xjavaapp”, on “.viewmodel.files” are the templates to generate the viewmodel files; “.view.files”
the templates to generate the views and view content (classes and .xml); “.model.files” the
templates to generate the model (class and Data Access Object (DAO)) and the repository; “.files”
the project configuration files and values like AndroidManifest, Graddle scripts, id.xml and
strings.xml; “.common” the templates and queries common to all packages; “.services” the Java
services wrapped by the queries.

1 <https://www.obeosoft.com/en/acceleo-best-practices>

https://www.obeosoft.com/en/acceleo-best-practices
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Figure 28 – Transformation Framework - From AcIFML to Android MVVM

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Figure 29 shows the Android MVVM architecture in terms of the first level components
of the modeled My books app. The first level ViewContainers were mapped to Activities and
also a ViewModel for basic CRUD operations. The Repository, and Model layer is generated
based on the UML domain model, which remains proxy along with the AcIFML model. We have
defined only local storage for the model with the Room database. We used the Data Binding
library from Android Jetpack to allow the bind UI between components of the layouts to data
sources.
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Figure 29 – First Level mapping MVVM architecture AcIFML components

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Source code 1 shows a fragment of the template where we can demonstrate our strategy
for generating part of the View layer that refers to the .xml file of Activity. All templates
use almost the same strategy with a generic function defined for each component, as we can
see on line 53 content.genXMLNode. For each ViewElement, Event, or Action that needs a
representation on the .xml file we have to write a specific genXMLNode, according to its general
component relation of the language or let the component use the general class function. The
same approach is used for the other base files on the framework. So if the developer wants to add
new widgets, he or she must write its corresponding template for each part of the application
(Model, View, and ViewModel).

Source code 1 – Fragment Activity Template from ViewContainers (AcWindow) to Activities

21: [template public genLayoutFile ( aViewContainer : ViewContainer )]

22: [file (’src -gen/’+ aViewContainer . layoutPath ()+ aViewContainer . layoutName (). concat (

49: [for ( content : ViewElement | aViewContainer . viewElements -> excluding ( DataBinding ))]

50: [ content . genXMLNode () /]

51: [if ( content . oclIsTypeOf ( ViewComponent ))]

52: [for (vcp : ViewComponentPart | content . oclAsType ( ViewComponent ).

viewComponentParts )]

53: [ content . genXMLNode () /]

54: [/ for]

55: [/ if]

56: [/ for]

The main screen of the application show the list of books. This is a common layout on
mobile applications and can be tricky for screen readers users, since they can be trapped on the
list and never get access to the external button. To overcome this problem during the design
the modeler received an error message being guided to fix this issue providing a KeyboardNav
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specific for the AcButton on the screen providing an alternative navigation flow, fixing the trap
problem before the code generation (Figure 30).

Figure 30 – Generated Main Screen of My books app - Accessible List Example

1: // accessibility presonalized
announcements for select events of
list rows

2: if ( AcHelper . isAccEnabled([acList .
listHolderAdapterName ().
toLowerFirst ()//].[acList .
listItemBindingName (). toLowerFirst
()/]. getRoot (). getContext ())){

3: CustomAnnouncements
[acList . listAdapterName ().
toLowerFirst (). concat (’Announcement
’)/] = new CustomAnnouncements ();

4: [for ( event : Event | acList .
eAllContents ( AcOnSelectEvent ))]

5: [if (not event . oclAsType (
AcOnSelectEvent ). description .
oclIsUndefined ())]

6: [ acList . listItemAnnouncemetObj ()
/]. setTextToClick([acList .
listHolderAdapterName ().
toLowerFirst ()//].[acList .
listItemBindingName (). toLowerFirst
()/]. getRoot (). getContext ().
getResources (). getString (R. string
.[event . oclAsType ( AcOnSelectEvent ).
idName (). prefix (’description_ ’)/]));

7: ViewCompat .
setAccessibilityDelegate([acList .
listHolderAdapterName ().
toLowerFirst ()//].[acList .
listItemBindingName (). toLowerFirst
()/].[acList .
listItemBindingRowContainer ()/],

8: [ acList . listItemAnnouncemetObj
() /]);

9: [/ if]
10:
11: [/ for]
12: }

(a) Template fragment – Accessible List Adapter (b) Generated - Accessible List

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Another IP3 improvement for accessibility is the grouping of AcListRow contents. The
AcLabels added to the model have been mapped to the Android TextView component. The
properties android:focusable android:focusableInTouchMode were both given the vale
false for the book name and price. Only the AcListRow mapped to the CUI Android CardView
component receives focus, allowing the screen reader to read it in a single speech flow (see
Figure 30b), and also for the understand the line content. This is useful regardless of the content
of the AcListRow.
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Figure 30a shows a fragment of the template for the generating the personalized list
announcements using the field descriptions. Line 2 shows that this considers whether the AT
screen reader is enabled in the context. Line 6 shows the announcement if there are click events
associated to the row.

We can see the .genXMLNode template fragment for AcField on Source code 2. For this
mapping, we used a TextInputLayout from Android Material Design, with the options of using a
floating label preserving screen accessibility, or using a fixed label next to the input. In line 11, we
see the call to the labelFor specific node for this field. Line 16 shows a fixed IP3 recommendation
that defines a minimum margin value of 16dp. Line 18 shows the placeholder attribute, which is
a string that comes from the input description that we mapped with a prefix hint. Line 55 shows
another IP3 implementation that comes from IP1 and IP2. This is the implementation of the
keyboard mode by the modeled input type (text, decimal, email and others that exist on Android,
for example).

Source code 2 – Fragment genXMLNode for the widget AcField mapped to TextInputLayout

11: [ widget . label . genXMLNodeLabelFor () /]

12: <com. google . android . material . textfield . TextInputLayout

13: android :id="@+id /[ widget . oclAsType ( NamedElement ). idName (). concat (’ TextInputLayout

’)/]"

14: android : layout_width =" match_parent "

15: android : layout_height =" wrap_content "

16: android : layout_margin ="16 dp"

17: [ comment hint will be mapped to label in other layout option -> Label isFloat =true /]

18: app: placeholderText =" @string /[ widget . oclAsType ( NamedElement ). idName (). prefix (’ hint_

’)/]" >

19: <com. google . android . material . textfield . TextInputEditText

20: android : layout_width =" match_parent "

21: android : layout_height =" wrap_content "

22: android :id="@+id /[ widget . oclAsType ( NamedElement ). idName () /]"

23: [ comment if is part of a list individual objects must not be focusable , but the

group on the row or detail /]

24: [if ( widget . ancestors ( AcList )->size () >0)]

25: android : focusable =" false "

26: android : focusableInTouchMode =" false "

55: android : inputType ="[ widget . fileldType . filterInputFieldType () /]"

56: style ="? textinputStyle "

57: [ widget . genXMLNav () /]

Figure 31 shows a fragment of the model for the AcButton component and the modeling
of the AcOnSubmitEvent for the button. On the center we can see the description provided that
will be announced by the screen reader, on the right side the generated screen for the New Book

screen of the AcIFML model with the button and the related labelFor with the corresponding
input demonstrating maR09, maR10, maR12, also with the implementation of maR19, maR11,
and maR15 for the components on the mentioned screen.
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Figure 31 – Generated UI Create Book - Event Description

Source: Elaborated by the author.

5.3. Final Remarks
This chapter demonstrates the applicability of the proposed approach MAMA for the

generation of accessible applications by using an example application. First, we presented a
simple application and some of the possible accessibility issues that can arise during interactions
with the application when there are no accessibility concerns.

We presented our extension of the IFML model editor for AcIFML to provide tool support
to modelers. We illustrated how the AccessMDD IP2s recommendations were used in the model
editor to help modelers with the required information and actuate with the model aiming the
propagation of the required accessibility features.

Finally, we presented our model transformation framework for MVVM Java Android
applications that generates a complete MVVM application, exemplifying the implementations of
recommendations with the transformation templates and the final application with accessibility
in mind.

The MAMA approach allows the modeler to realize the design of applications with
graphical components provided by the AcIFML extension in conjunction with AcFeat and
incorporate accessibility requirements early in the development process. The approach guides
the modeler and provides early validation of models. This way, we can avoid the mentioned
accessibility problems and generate accessible mobile applications. Since the limitations arose
from the previously planned route regarding the methodology for validation of the approach, we
submitted the generated applications to automatic evaluation tools such as Android Accessibility
Scanner, which did not return any accessibility problems.
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CHAPTER

6
CONCLUSIONS

Accessibility is a requirement for any user to interact with software. Many applications
still lack accessibility, and people with disabilities may find barriers when interacting with them.
Given the importance of accessibility in applications, the developers of these apps must be aware
of it and try to meet this requirement.

On the other hand, among the most important benefits of using model-driven approaches,
we highlight the increase in productivity made possible from implementations of code transfor-
mations and between models, which optimize development time. By automating transformations,
the same model can be transformed into code for different platforms and devices, avoiding
repetitive tasks and reducing developer effort (LUCRÉDIO, 2009).

Due to the relevance of studies related to accessibility, as well as the lack of support
favoring the adoption of approaches at a level of abstraction closer to user interfaces and
interactions (which are subject to constant technological updates, such as frameworks and
languages), this thesis proposes a model-driven approach that allows the design and generation
of accessible applications from the beginning.

The main goal of this thesis was defined:

To develop a model-driven approach for generating accessible applications
that consider accessibility requirements early in the development process.

The objective of this chapter is to summarize the achievements of the performed research
activities pursuing the goal of this thesis.
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6.1. Answering the Research Questions

There are two Research Questions, defined in this thesis, to boost our studies on ac-
cessibility issues, allowing the abstraction of concepts related to general accessibility barriers
and to appropriately classify and integrate the recommendations and solutions at each level of
abstraction of the MDD process development strategy. They are the following:

RQ1. – How can we support the modeling of user interfaces and interactions in applications to

create more accessible systems using a Model-driven approach?

RQ2. – How to abstract early on the model of user interface interaction flow to produce accessi-

ble applications?

We have answered these two RQs., and we could reach the goal of this thesis. The con-
tributions of this work came with the development of the artifacts showing the constructiveness
of the artifacts to those answers, beyond the knowledge to design rationale.

The answer to RQ1. is by proposing an approach, described in Section 4.1, MAMA
(Figure 14). It aims to integrate accessibility recommendations and guidelines from the beginning
of model-driven development by supporting this modeling in the UI language and providing
tools to guide the modeling process.

We also have answered the RQ2. by abstracting the UI’s accessibility requirements and
modeling them as extensions of the IFML language. In Section 4.2, we presented the extended
concepts on the language to accommodate the accessibility recommendations and guidelines that
could be inserted at the AUI level.

6.2. Thesis Contributions

During the search for answers to the Research Questions and pursuing to accomplish the
primary goal, we performed many activities that have increased the knowledge for the elaboration
of the MAMA approach proposed in this thesis. MAMA is the first contribution with an architecture
that considers accessibility requirements early in the development process. To avoid problems
that blind and low vision users often face, we integrated accessibility recommendations into three
points (metamodels, model editor, and transformation framework) following the AccessMDD
approach. The contributions emerged in the artifacts generated for the architecture, with several
IT constructs contributing to the design, implementation, and awareness of accessibility in
applications for developers.

We have accommodated accessibility guidelines into the IFML language by providing
an extension called AcIFML that supports the modeler with an accessibility-ready language with
accessible abstract components. We also developed the AcFeat metamodel, which includes the
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accessibility recommendations at an abstract level for the presentation layer inspired by Material
Design.

Another contribution concerns graphical tool support with an environment that guides the
modeler during the Project Modeling phase with early validation. In this way, the modeler must
fill in the accessibility relevant information in the abstract model needed to generate concrete
accessible components before generating the concrete application.

6.3. Thesis Publications
During the search for answers to the Research Questions and pursuing to accomplish the

primary goal, we performed many activities that increased knowledge for elaborating the MAMA
approach proposed in this thesis. Thus, we briefly describe two additional contributions of this
thesis, obtained during this process, as follows:

1. Collaboration to a project SPRINT (#2018/08195-91), which was supported by FAPESP.
This activity brought contributions to the investigations of this thesis in the sense of:

It resulted in a publication: Rieger et al. (2020)
We could align the Model-Driven Development cross-platform approach (MD2),
since we assume that implementing various accessibility requirements will be facili-
tated by abstracting technical recommendations through high-level model implemen-
tations. Thus, the developer (modeler) doesn’t need to have accessibility technical
knowledge
It allowed a partnership with researchers of the University of Münster-Germany
This work extended the MD2 framework with abstract-level accessibility features
and also integration on transformations and model editor. In this way, Table 3 in
Section 3.3 can be updated with MD2 as an approach to support accessibility
It was one of the reasons that led us to focus the scope of our proof-of-concept on
accessible mobile applications, although our approach can be used in other contexts
and on other platforms.

2. Cooperation with a Master Dissertation (DIAS, 2021), specially related to the AccessMDD.
This activity brought contributions to the investigations of this thesis in the sense of:

It resulted in a publication: Dias, Duarte and Fortes (2021)
It allowed contributing with development of AccessMDD, mentioned in Section 4.4.
We have cooperated directly with creation of this MDD solution (AccessMDD) to gen-
erate accessible mobile applications. It focused on blind and low vision users to direct
the development of the solution, and appointed recommendations for accessibility in
the user interface components.

1 <https://fapesp.br/en/sprint/call12018>

https://fapesp.br/en/sprint/call12018
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It activated an investigation of the main accessibility problems that affect visually
impaired users. A set of thirteen main recurring problems (Pi) was identified, in many
types of applications, to which mobile application developers should pay special
attention. Table 11 listed the thirteen Pi, associated with the corresponding maRs,
which were also defined.
It was another reason that led us to focus the scope of our proof-of-concept on
accessible mobile applications, although our approach can be used in other contexts
and on other platforms.

6.4. Related Works

The approach proposed in this thesis is related to and influenced by several works in
different dimensions, as shown in our review of state of the art (Section 3.2). It is important
to remember that our focus was not on adaptation, re-engineering, or accessibility evaluation.
Our research aims To develop a model-driven approach for generating accessible mobile ap-
plications that consider accessibility requirements early in the development process lies at the
intersection of three dimensions: model-driven development, mobile applications, and accessibil-
ity requirements early in the development process. In this way, related work may provide a link
between two of these domains, but rarely between all three (at the time of writing). Accordingly,
we considered revisit and discuss in this section works that also address the intersection of these
three dimensions, summarized in Table 14.

Table 14 – Close Related Works

PROPOSAL Integration Points Guidelines Modeling
Aspects

Abstract
UI DSL

Presentation
Modeling

Modeling Tool
Support Target Modeller

Support

Miñón et al. (2014) Metamodel/DSL
WCAG 2.0
(2.4 Guideline)

(UI, Behavior,
Context)

UsiXML No Yes
Generic
XHTML No

Krainz and Miesenberger (2017a)
Metamodel/DSL
Transformation Rules WCAG 2.0

Accapto
XML (UI) Front-end No No

Native
Android No

Bouraoui and Gharbi (2019)
Metamodel/DSL
Transformation Rules WCAG 2.0

Data,
Context,
Behavior, UI

AccUI/IP/
EP MM

Yes Yes
Native
iOS

No

MAMA(This Approach)
Metamodel/DSL
Model Editor
Transformation Rules

WCAG 2.1
Data,
Context,
Behavior, UI

AcIFML
AcFeat

Yes Yes Native
Android

Yes

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Miñón et al. (2014) consider the three main dimensions we considered in our approach
but focuses only on integrating the WCAG 2.0 guideline related to navigational issues ( Guideline
2.4). They used and UI Description Language (UIDL), defined by several metamodels such as
UsiXML, to describe abstract elements of UI such as widgets, controls, containers, modalities,
interaction techniques. The SPA4USXML tool was used to associate abstract tasks and the AUI
model with user decisions to support the generation of multiple UI from the same task definition.
This work suggests that accessibility requirements must be integrated at multiple points in the
user interface development methodology to meet requirements accessibility. Although the work
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focuses on the WCAG 2.0 2.4 guideline, some of the success criteria ( Page Titled (2.4.2),
Headings and Labels (2.4.6), and Section Headings (2.4.10)) were not included. In contrast,
our proposed approach is broader and covers success criteria from the various WCAG 2.1
recommendations. The Miñón et al. (2014) approach generates generic XHTML code and is
included as mobile generation due to its UsiXML nature.

Krainz and Miesenberger (2017a) use an XML-based DSL in which developers must
define the UI components on each screen to generate accessible UIs for Android. In this approach,
accessibility is essentially enriched at runtime with a library of accessibility patterns instantiated
according to the profiles and platforms defined in the XML application definition. Accapto
automatically generates many accessibility-related features for the native Android XML UI
layer(KRAINZ; MIESENBERGER, 2017a). However, developers still need to add programmatic
features manually, and the approach does not support developers in doing so, and the DSL is not
integrated into a modeling tool.

The Bouraoui and Gharbi (2019) approach focuses on the graphical and adaptation
aspect for the semi-automatic generation of user interfaces. Their approach generates XHTML
user interfaces based on a set of models, such as AccUI, which describes UI’s basic dialog
and presentation elements that meet accessibility and ergonomic criteria. The approach only
considers a single context parameter (the platform). The concepts are tightly coupled in the
metamodels, making it challenging to model UI for different contexts and user profiles with the
components available for the presentation aspects of the user interface. Unlike our approach uses
different models to facilitate the modeling of UI customization for context, profiles, assistive
technology, and user abilities.

Given the characteristics of metamodels used to support MAMA, we can consider UI content
with user ability, navigation path, user interactions, and events, business logic (Create, Read,
Update, Delete (CRUD) tasks), and binding to the persistence layer, and presentation. We used
UML class diagrams, AcIFML, and AcFeat metamodels to cover these aspects. Unlike all these
approaches, we generated a complete Android MVVC application regarding the transformation
framework. In this way, accessibility requirements are included on all application layers (Model,
View, and ViewModel), not only in the XML mobile UI code. We can include the necessary
coding to implement the accessibility recommendations using the integration points.

6.5. Approach Limitations

During the development of this doctoral work, we followed scientific rigor. However,
despite answering the research questions and all the contributions, limitations arose that require
future investigation and that we could address as we continue our research.

As we can see on Table 15, we identified WCAG 2.1 guidelines’ Success Criteria
limitations in our MAMA approach. One limitation identified is that even though we provided
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early validations for the models, there is still no control over the content entered by the modeler.
The models are validated, so the information is there. However, the content of the information
provided, on descriptions and labels, is not validated, leaving it up to the modeler to provide
contextually and domain-relevant information that can be truly useful. For this reason, we could
not guarantee Success Criteria such as 2.5.3, 3.1.3, and 3.1.4 in our approach. In the same
context, other success criteria that depend on the content developed for the application, such as
1.2.4, 1.2.7, 2.3.1, and 2.3.2, cannot be guaranteed even though the content can be modeled and
generated.

Some of WCAG’s 2.1 Success Criteria were outside the scope developed in this version
of the approach for the generated applications, such as 2.2.4, 2.2.5, 2.2.6, and 3.3.4. Some need
extra validation on different contexts, new components, and different devices, such as 1.4.10 and
2.1.12 but are valid for the components included on the abstract layer and the transformation
framework. Others we identified as technology-dependent for the mobile context, such as 2.1.3,
2.5.6, and 3.1.6, were not possible to be abstracted and specified in any model of our MAMA
approach.

Another limitation concerns the disabilities addressed. We follow the AccessMDD ap-
proach, which focuses on solving the most common accessibility problems that blind and low
vision users face. However, we know that several aspects considered by the approach also resolve
other types of disabilities interaction problems. Future extensions of the approach should con-
sider and test other accessibility problems and disabilities to increase the scope of the developed
applications.

An additional limitation is that the transformation framework does not implement all the
features provided in the abstract models. Transformation rules should be extended to include
their accessible generation to increase the scope and flexibility of the generated applications.

From the previously planned route regarding the methodology for validation of the
approach, we also hoped to validate the proposal from broader perspectives: usability testing and
interviews with professional developers. Therefore, these factors stimulate the next prospects for
future work to continue this research.

6.6. Directions for Future Studies

Initially, MAMA should be validated as well as evaluated for the level of developer sat-
isfaction, that is, we hope to analyze whether, in practice, the approach facilitates the process
of developing accessible apps. Rather than measuring the effectiveness of our approach in
terms of productivity (one of the benefits of the MDD), we recommend gathering a collection
of opinions from developers regarding the use of the proposed approach in comparison with
traditional approaches, in particular, regarding the assistance offered and the implementation
details automatically added.
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Table 15 – MAMA WCAG 2.1 Identified Limitations

WCAG 2.1 Guideline Success Criteria Status on MAMA

1.2 Time Based Media
A 1.2.4 Captions (live) PC

AAA
1.2.7 Extended Audio Description (Prerecorded) CD
1.2.9 Audio-only (Live) CD

1.4 Distinguishable
AA 1.4.5 Images of Text CD

1.4.10 Reflow CC

AAA 1.4.7 Low or No Background Audio CC
1.4.9 Images of Text (No Exception) CD

2.1 Keyboard Accessible 2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap CC
AAA 2.1.3 Keyboard AAA (No Exception) TD

2.2 Enough Time

A 2.2.1 Timing Adjustable PC
2.2.2 Pause, Stop, Hide PC

AAA

2.2.3 No Timing NC
2.2.4 Interruptions NC
2.2.5 Re-authenticating NC
2.2.6 Timeouts NC

2.3 Seizures & Physical Reactions
A 2.3.1 Three Flashes or Below Threshold CD

AAA 2.3.2 Three Flashes CD
2.3.3 Animation from Interactions NC

2.5 Input Modalities A
2.5.1 Pointer Gestures PC
2.5.3 Label in Name CD
2.5.4 Motion Actuation CD

AAA 2.5.6 Concurrent Input Mechanisms TD

3.1 Readable AAA

3.1.3 Unusual Words CD
3.1.4 Abbreviations CD
3.1.5 Reading Level CD
3.1.6 Pronunciation TD

3.2 Predictable AA 3.2.4 Consistent Identification CD
3.3 Input Assistance AA 3.3.4 Error Prevention (Legal, Financial, Data) NC
CC – Correspond only on the tested Context

CD – Content/Modeler Dependent

NC – Does Not Correspond

PC – Partially Correspond

TD – Target/Technology Dependent

Source: Elaborated by the author.

In MAMA we did not describe a critical step, which refers to testing activities. Undoubtedly,
this step is essential for developers to have safe conditions to verify and validate what is under
development using the proposed approach. We predict that adopting a model-oriented testing
approach would be quite adequate to evolve the MAMA proposal.

In this thesis, the components and transformers were implemented, with the appropriate
accessibility issues, and thus we made possible both the integration with a method whose
recommendations had been specified for mobile apps and use by blind users, as well as integrating
interface components for Android. In future works, more components should be added to the
transformers, aiming to complete all functionalities to be offered in interactions by users.

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/captions-live
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/extended-audio-description-prerecorded
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/audio-only-live
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/images-of-text
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/reflow
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/low-or-no-background-audio
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/images-of-text-no-exception
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/no-keyboard-trap
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/keyboard-no-exception
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/timing-adjustable
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/timing-adjustable
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/timing-adjustable
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/interruptions
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/re-authenticating
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/timeouts
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/three-flashes-or-below-threshold
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/three-flashes-or-below-threshold
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/animation-from-interactions
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/pointer-gestures
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/label-in-name
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/motion-actuation
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/motion-actuation
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/unusual-words
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/abbreviations
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/reading-level
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/pronunciation
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/consistent-identification
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/error-prevention-legal-financial-data
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6.7. Final Remarks
In this chapter, we presented again the research questions that oriented the activities

performed in this study and discussed them relating to achieving the main goal. We have also
provided a brief overview of each of the contributions based on additional findings of this work
during collaboration and cooperation with other related projects and publications. We have also
highlighted the closely related works and limitations identified on MAMA and suggested topics
to be investigated and explored in future studies.

The main contribution of this thesis was the proposal of MAMA jointly with the artifacts
that constitute it. This proposed approach allows the implementation of technical requirements
for accessibility in MDD from the early phases of a software process. Subsequently, the feasibility
of our solution will be available to evolving and serving interested developers and researchers.
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Table 17 – Backward and Forward set (continuation from previous page)
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Table 17 – Backward and Forward set (continuation from previous page)
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